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Every student has a creative potential. An atmosphere needs

to be maintained in the classroom that motivates and encourages the

student to use and to develop this potential. Evidence indicates that

teachers need help in freeing and in stimulating each student's crea-

tive potential. A learning package on design principles was developed

to motivate students and develop their creative potential as evidenced

by the results of a pre and a post test, Figural Forms A and B of

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking.

Three lists were compiled from a review of current literature

concerning creativity: (1) characteristics of the creative person,

(Z) guidelines for developing learning experiences to develop creative

potential, and (3) guidelines for teachers who wish to develop the

creative potential of their students.



The first two lists were utilized in the construction of the behav-

ioral objectives and learning experiences in the package. Each behav-

ioral objective was designed to incorporate two of the five main cate-

gories of characteristics of the creative person. Two of the seven

categories on the list of guidelines for developing learning experiences

were used in each learning experience.

The learning package contained five sections, Emphasis, Bal-

ance, Rhythm, Proportion. and Harmony, and "Idea Sheets." Using

a questionnaire, 27 home economists evaluated the package rating

from one to five how well each behavioral objective or learning experi-

ence satisfied its criteria.

A mean rating was computed for each item on the questionnaire.

If the mean was lower than 3.5, the writer either justified or revised

the behavioral objective or learning experience.

The package was used by the writer's high school advanced

clothing class of 12 members. Before beginning the package the stu-

dents were divided in half. One half was given Figural Form A and

the other half was given Figural Form B of Torrance Tests of Creative

Thinking as a pretest. The forms were reversed in the post test so

the students did not take the same test twice.

After initial confusion and frustration most of the students indi-

cated verbally and demonstrated their interest and enjoyment in the

package. A test focused on the subject matter of the package seemed



to be quite difficult as evidenced by low mean scores for each section

and for the total test.

A t test revealed no significant difference between the group

which was given Figural Form A followed by Figural Form B and the

group which was given Figural Form B followed by Figural Form A.

Therefore, the data were combined and a t test of the mean gain in

score was significant at the one percent level for fluency, flexibility,

and originality. Mean gain for elaboration was not significant.

Results reveal that even though the students scored poorly on

the learning package subject matter test, they did develop creativity

in the areas of fluency, flexibility, and originality. One needs to

recall that the purpose of the learning package was not acquisition of

subject matter information, but development of creativity.

Because of the nature of creativity, characteristics of the crea-

tive person, and guidelines that should be followed in creative develop-

ment, the writer was not able to give some types of assistance to

students while they were working on the package. The writer feels

that if this help had been given, more subject matter information

would have been acquired However, this action might have resulted

in less creativity.

The importance of the teacher in this learning experience is

quite obvious. The teacher must have the knowledge and the ability

to create and to maintain an environment conducive to the development

of creativity if creative development is to be fostered
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DEVELOPING A LEARNING PACKAGE THAT WILL HELP
HIGH SCHOOL HOME ECONOMICS STUDENTS

DEVELOP THEIR CREATIVE POTENTIAL

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Need for the Study

Every student has a creative potential. Teachers need to main-

tain a classroom atmosphere in which students are motivated and

free to use this potential. The total person needs to be involved as

much as is possible in every learning experience. Making use of

each student's creative potential is one more step in reaching this

goal. When this is accomplished, the entire concept being taught

becomes clearer, much more meaningful, and lasting. Therefore,

teaching, as well as learning, is greatly facilitated.

It is the writer's belief that teachers may hamper the develop-

ment of creativity without knowing that they are doing so. Highly

structured classrooms where the student has little voice in the plan-

ning or management of his learning experiences may be one example

of a situation in which a student "learns" to suppress his creative

potential. Teachers need help in arousing and in freeing the creative

potential of their students.

When creative potential is stagnant for a period of time, it
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becomes very difficult to arouse. Even when ample opportunities for

creative expression are placed before the student, he cannot make

use of them. Many students do not know how to use their creative

potential. Critical thinking, ingenuity, curiosity, imagination, and

spontaneity may be foreign to them. The student needs to be helped

to stimulate his creative potential in a new and different way

Since 19 50 there has been much emphasis on the topic of crea-

tivity. However, there have been few studies dealing with ways in

which to develop creativity in the classroom. In some instances

teachers do not realize they are now using techniques which stimulate

creativity. Such techniques as brainstorming, popcorn sessions,

role playing, projective techniques, buzz groups, and problem solving

are all believed to stimulate the use of creative potential. The writer

believes that a learning package would be an innovative method for

stimulating creativity

Purpose of the Study

The writer has found that although there has been a great deal

of emphasis on the topic of creativity in the past several years,

there is still little research done on the topic in home economics.

The writer believes she can build upon what has been done concern-

ing creativity in the field of home economics and still inject an orig-

inal approach to the subject. The original approach the writer
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suggests is the use of a learning package for the development of

creativity.

The major purpose of this study is to develop a learning package

on design principles in which it is hoped students will be motivated to

be creative in their thinking and problem solving as evidenced by the

results of a pre and post test using Figural Form A and Figural

Form B of Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking.

In order to fulfill this purpose the following objectives need

to be fulfilled:

(1) To develop from the literature, the qualities of a creative

person.

(2) To develop from the literature, guidelines a teacher needs in

order to check learning experiences for bringing out creativity

in students.

(3) To further review current literature concerning creativity to

answer the following questions:

A. What is the definition of creativity?

B. What is the nature of creativity?

C. What are the steps in the creative process?

D. What are the conditions under which creativity is developed?

E. What kind of a teacher can further development of

creativity?

F. What are the blocks to creativity?
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G What are Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking? Are they

considered valid and reliable?

H. What is a learning package?

I. What research has been done in home economics concern-

ing creativity?

(4) To develop a learning package on design principles incorpo-

rating the characteristics of the creative person in the behav-

ioral objectives and using guidelines for developing learning

experiences to develop creative potential in the formulation

of the learning experiences,

(5) To develop a questionnaire which would be used in the evalua-

tion of the learning package

(6) Evaluation of the learning package by home economics teachers.

(7) To test the learning package on one high school home econom-

ics class and assess whether the students further developed

their creativity through the use of the package.

Limitations of the Study

One limitation of this study is that it will cover only the develop-

ment of creativity in one small aspect of the subjects' lives, that

connected with the learning package Utilizing the creative potential

of every student should be applied not only to design principles, but

to every subject in school as well as to real life. The writer believes

the learning package developed for this study can serve as a guide
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for the development of other learning experiences and additional

packages emphasizing the creative potential of every student.

The subjects for this study are high school home economics

students. Transferring the results and conclusions of this study to

another age group might not be warranted. Further research would

need to be conducted. The characteristics and needs of the age level

in question would need to be studied carefully.

Creativity can be stimulated by learning experiences other than

by the use of a learning package. The learning package itself con-

tains learning activities that can appropriately be used separately from

the package. The teacher should not hesitate to use a variety of

techniques. Zirbes (1959) as well as the writer believes it is a false

assumption that creativity can only be stimulated by one specific

method or device such as by the use of a learning package.

Goodale (1970) and the writer believe development of creativity

by the use of a learning package is also limited to the extent that

teachers understand the character of creative persons and the crea-

tive process. Some understanding of the guidelines used in develop-

ing learning experiences to develop creative potential is also neces-

sary. If a teacher either does not have this information or does not

incorporate it into her teaching, she may actually inhibit instead of

encourage the development of creative potential.
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Definition of Terms

Throughout this study the following definitions are used:

Behavioral Objective: A behavioral objective directs learning

and consists of three parts. According to Mager, one must

First, identify the terminal behavior by name; we can
specify the kind of behavior which will be accepted as
evidence that the learner has achieved the objective.

Second, try to further define the desired behavior by
describing the important conditions under which the
behavior will be expected to occur.

Third, specify the criteria of acceptable performance
by describing how well the learner must perform to be
considered acceptable (1962, p. 12).

Creativity: Creativity is a process of forming new or adapted

ideas or hypotheses, testing them, and communicating the results

(Torrance, 1966c). Creativity as a process involves the person, the

environment, and a product.

Learning Package: An instrument through which a student is

able to individualize and to pace his own learning while engaging in

the same types of activities that would be conducted in a regular

classroom. A package consists of a student section and teacher

section through which the activities of both are directed.

Learning Experience: An activity the student engages in to

accomplish a behavioral objective

Individualized Instruction: Instruction in which the needs,

abilities, and other individual differences of each student are



considered which may mean that the instruction is conducted on a

one to one basis.

Assumptions of the Study

7

(1) A learning package can give a student the freedom to be

creative.

(2) The learning package made up of creative experiences will be

used in a creative way by every teacher.

(3) The creative potential in every individual can be stimulated

by a learning package.

(4) If teachers teach to develop creativity, the creative potential

of students will be developed more adequately than in the

regular classroom situation.

(5) In order to insure the use of the learning package in such a

way as to develop creativity in the students, the teacher needs

to understand the characteristics of creative persons and the guide-

lines for development of creativity.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Definition of Creativity

What is creativity? This question puzzles even the most notable

scholars on the topic Definitions of creativity are as numerous as

the many books written concerning the topic. Some authors, while

trying to define creativity, actually describe characteristics of the

creative person or discuss guidelines to be used in developing crea-

tive potential. The latter two types of definitions will not be discussed

in this section.

Classification of Definitions of Creativity

Rhodes (1961) developed a method of classifying definitions of

creativity. He studied approximately 50 definitions to lead him to

the realization that there actually are four strands of definitions of

creativity. Definitions of creativity can be written in terms of:

(1) the creative person, (2) the process of creativity, (3) the press

(the interaction between the individual and his environment), and

(4) the products of the creative process.

The writer of this paper will now attempt to classify various

definitions of creativity by notable authorities in the field according
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to the classification developed by Rhodes. These definitions focus

on different aspects of creativity as well as different behaviors asso-

ciated with the topic

Product Definitions

Gowan, Demos and Torrance (1967) suggest two dimensions to

the classification of creativity as a product although their actual

definition of creativity fits the classification of "the process of

creativity." These two dimensions to creativity in the product clas-

sification are: (1) when the product is an expression of the person's

inner self (such things as needs, perceptions, and evaluations are

expressed), and (2) when the product is unrelated to the creator as

a person. The creator ". operates on some aspect of his environ-

ment in such a manner as to produce a novel and appropriate product"

(1967, p 229). An example of the first product classification is an

expressionistic painter, sculptor, poet, etc. An example of the

second product classification is a research scientist or engineer.

There can actually be a third classification of creativity as a

product. (3) This is a combination of the first two types whereby the

product is: " both an expression of the creator and thus a very

personal product and at the same time an impersonal meeting of the

demands of some external problem" (Gowan, Demos, Torrance, 1967,

p. 230). An example of this classification would be a representational
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painter or architect.

Process Definitions

Many writers concern themselves with the creative process.

MacKinnon's definition of creativity focuses on the process.

true creativeness fulfills at least three condiitions
It involves a response or an idea that is novel or at the
very least statistically infrequent. But novelty or origi-
nality of thought and action, while a necessary aspect of
creativity is not sufficient it must to some extent be
adaptive to, or of, reality. It must serve to solve a prob-
lem, fit a situation, or accomplish some recognizable
goal. And, thirdly, true creativeness involves a sustain-
ing of the original insight, an evaluation and elaboration
of it, a developing of it to the full (Goodwin and Klausmeier,
1966, p. 273).

Hall, another author advocating the process definition, describes cre-

ativity simply as " originality in any type of activity" (Hall and

Paolucci, 19 70, p. 204)

The definition of creativity by Torrance, probably the most

well-known and noteworthy researcher dealing with the topic, also

refers to creativity as a process. Creativity according to Torrance

is,

a process of becoming sensitive to problems, defi-
ciencies, gaps in knowledge, missing elements, dishar-
monies, and so on: identifying the difficulty; searching
for solutions, making guesses, or formulating hypotheses
about the deficiencies: testing and retesting these hypoth-
eses and possibly modifying and retesting them; and
finally communicating the results (1966c, p. 6).
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Person Definitions

Definitions focusing on the person seem to be very popular in

recent literature. Zirbes defines creativity as ". . a general and

distinctive human potentiality which may be developed and expressed

in diverse ways and in diverse aspects of human endeavor" (1959,

p. 36).

Two other authors state that,

Creativity implies a fresh response, unique to the creator;
it is characterized by personal initiative and conscious
effort; it involves thinking and doing according to self-
applied tests; and is finally judged as an accurate expres-
sion by the initiator (Miel and Wiles, 1949, p 121)

This definition is unique in that the completion of the creative act

seems to be determined by the initiator As stated previously many

authors stated their definitions of creativity relating to the person in

terms of characteristics of the creative person. The discussion of

these traits is in one of the following sections of this chapter

Press Definitions

May explains creativity in terms of the press or the interaction

of the creator with his environment. May in Fleck's book, Toward

Better Teaching of Home Economics (1968) states that creativity is

producing something new. She also believes that creativity begins as

an encounter with a situation, an idea, or an experience in which the

creator involves himself.
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Morse and Wingo state that creativity is " . seeing or

expressing new relationships" (1962, p. 218) They also add that

the idea must be original to the creator. In this way they actually

combine two classifications, the person and the press

Product, Person, and Press Definitions

Combinations of these three categories of definitions are quite

logical when one considers the two dimensions proposed by Gowan,

Demos and Torrance (1967) and the writer's third dimension to the

definitions of creativity relating to the product as discussed previ-

ously. When a person expresses his inner self, works with his envi-

ronment to create a product, or uses a combination of both of these,

it seems logical to assume that he is utilizing definitions of creativity

from both the person and press areas as well as from the product

area.

Simpson and Yoakam (1948) combined the person and the

product. They believe that the test of the ability to create is the

accomplishment of a finished product. In addition to this idea they

state that, "Creativeness lies in his doing the thing himself prompted

by his own imagination and his own inventiveness" (1948, p 114).

To them an expression is creative to the creator even if it is not new

to the world

Ghiselin combines the product, the press, and the person in
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one definition. She states that creativity is ". . . a process of

change, development, and evolution in an individual's subjective

life" (Fleck, 1968, p. 288). The product is taken as the final proof

of creativity.

Product and Process Definitions

Guilford and Tenopyr see creativity as being a process with

an end result of creating a product.

. . . creativity is any process or interrelated set of
processes in which an individual generates information
he did not have before.. . . the word "generates" in
the definition carries the implication that the individual
must do more than recognize things such as structure or
similarities in the information with which he starts
(Guilford, Tenopyr, 1968, p. 29).

Only Simpson and Yoakam (1948) believe as does Guilford that the

creative process only needs to be creative to the individual involved.

Person and Process Definitions

Osborn fits into this category. He divided the human mentality

into different; although overlapping, areas to facilitate an understand-

ing of what creativity actually is. These areas are:

1. ability to concentrate
2. accuracy in observation
3. retentiveness of memory
4. logical reasoning
5. judgment
6. sensitivity of association
7. creative imagination (1957, p. 98).
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He also states that there are two broad classes of imagination, those

that run themselves such as hallucinations and nightmares, and those

that each person can control. The process is referred to when Osborn

discusses the two functions of the creative imagination, to hunt and

to change.

Press and Process Definitions

While discussing the process of creativity, Mason outlines four

ideas concerning creativity. These ideas are:

a. discovery - The perception for the first time of some-
thing that has been in existence but not previously known.

b. innovation - . . . something new or novel applied to an
existing way of doing something.

c. synthesis - a different mixture of known elements
or parts to make a new whole.

d. mutation - . an alteration in the form or the qualities
of an existing entity or concept (1960, p. 17).

His statement that " creativeness requires new and beneficial ideas

put into action" (1960, p. 17), also identifies his definition with the

process of creativity. However, Mason also makes reference to the

press or the interaction of the creator with his environment.

Mason has a little different approach. In order to carry out

his definition of creativity one would need to interact with the envi-

ronment, press, and use the process of creativity. In Mason's words,

Creativeness, in the best sense of the word, requires
two things; an original concept or "idea" and a benefit
to someone. Now many people think up original concepts,
but fail to follow through on them, so that no benefit ever
results (1960, p. 16).
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Conclusion

The classification of definitions by Rhodes is convenient for Lhe

writer's purposes. However, it must be noted that there is much

overlapping of definitions into several categories. Therefore, in

Torrance's words,

Thus, it seems inevitable to me that a thorough under-
standing of creativity must involve the study of all four
aspects of creativity (person, process, product, and
press) (1965b, p. 8).

Writer's Definition of Creativity

The writer agrees with Torrance's definition of creativity

Creativity is a process of forming new or adapted ideas or hypotheses,

testing them, and communicating the results (Torrance, 1966c). This

definition does seem only to refer to the process of creativity. How-

ever, by using this definition, the writer believes as does Torrance

that,

It enables one to begin defining operationally the kinds of
abilities, mental functioning, and personality character-
istics that facilitate or inhibit the process. It provides
an approach for specifying the kinds of products that
result from the process, the kinds of persons who can
engage most successfully in the process, and the condi-
tions that facilitate the process. The definition also seems
to be in harmony with scientific, artistic, literary, dramatic,
and interpersonal creativity (1966c, p. 7).

In this way the definition actually encompasses all main categories of

creativity definitions, person, product, and process, except the
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press. However, the writer believes that at times the press would

be involved in the process.

It is advantageous for the writer to agree with this definition

because it forms the philosophy that surrounds the Torrance Tests

of Creative Thinking which will be administered in part by the writer.

The Nature of Creativity

Mason (1960) reports that in previous years some people be-

lieved that "creative" should never be applied to man. In their minds

"creative" could only be used when referring to God. One must keep

in mind that man was created "in the image of God." The Bible does

not say this image refers to man in exclusion of his mental abilities.

Recent research has delved into the nature of creativity as it

is applied to human beings. The most comprehensive research has

been done since 1950.

Various assumptions can be made concerning creativity.

Carter, Hansen, and McKim state that creativity is inherent in all

aspects of human activity. It is present at all levels of intelligence

and at all maturity levels. They also state that creativity II. . . is

perhaps simply a matter of degree" (1962, p. 251).

Zirbes (1959) makes other assumptions concerning creativity.

This author indicates that creativity can be fostered in young children

and youth, but only within limits with adults. Also stated is that
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creativity is evident in many fields, different media and in all

aspects of human life.

Zirbes (1959) also says that there are conditions and circum-

stances that can foster the development of creativity and others that

also can inhibit its development. Creative teaching and guidance are

two conditions under which creative development is facilitated. The

writer agrees with Zirbes that, "While creativity is a general poten-

tiality, it needs to be encouraged, fostered, and developed on the way

to maturity" (1959, p. 26)

Creativity in Zirbes' opinion, is a topic of serious concern in

this day and age

. because of man's pressing need for an adaptive,
integrative outlook in facing problems and conditions for
which there are not precedents (1959, p 3)

Steps in the Creative Process

Many authors suggest some sort of process through which

creativity occurs. Osborn suggests a seven step process which is

as follows:

1. Orientation: Pointing up the problem
2. Preparation: Gathering pertinent data
3. Analysis: Breaking down the relevant material.
4. Ideation: Piling up alternatives by way of ideas
5. Incubation: Letting up, to invite illumination.
6. Synthesis: Putting the pieces together.
7. Evaluation: Judging the resultant ideas (1957, p 112)
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A more simplified form is set forth by many authors such as by

Burton, Kimball, and Wing as well as by Hall and Paolucci. Burton,

Kimball, and Wing (1960) list the steps as preparation, incubation,

illumination, and revision while Hall and Paolucci (1970) list the steps

the same, but change the name of the last step from revision to con-

solidation. Both sources seem to combine the orientation and prepa-

ration steps as listed by Osborn into one step: preparation. On the

other hand, they appear to have divided the incubation step into both

incubation and illumination. Illumination also seems to include synthe-

sis. The last step in every classification, no matter what it is called,

includes one or more of the following ideas: verification, evaluation,

elaboration, polishing, and revision.

When analyzing the various lists of steps in the creative process,

it becomes apparent that there is no "exact" list to follow. Perhaps

this relates to the very nature of creativity. Creativity cannot be

defined in any absolute terms, at least none on which notable scholars

on the topic can agree. If creativity cannot be defined, it certainly

would be difficult to arrive at a set pattern through which creativity

develops The lists described suggest certain steps various authors

believe one might go through when developing a creative response.

However, Osborn (1957) points out that even if a list is determined,

one would not necessarily follow it exactly. Steps could be missed,

others added, or the order of the steps changed. It has been stated
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that the process of creativity,

is necessarily a stop-and-go, catch-as-catch-can
operation--one which can never be exact enough to rate
as scientific (Osborn, 1957, p. 115)

Blocks to Creativity

Although some people believe that creativity is too mystical or

vague to be approached, studied, or developed (Zirbes, 1959), there

are some definite facts concerning the concept on which authorities in

the field can all agree. The fact that there are blocks of various sorts

that stifle and hinder the development of creativity has been agreed

upon, although each authority in the field has his own idea of what the

list of blocks should include.

Through a review of current literature Gade has compiled the

following list of blocks to creativity as she sees them:

(1) fear of criticism
(2) fear of failure
(3) negative attitude
(4) conformity
(5) not being observant
(6) doing surface thinking, not digging deeply
(7) a loser's limp, using handicaps as an excuse
(8) lack of motivation
(9) lack of curiosity

(10) tomorrowitis, or procrastination
(11) previous habits or fixations and focusing
(12) self-discouragement, being timid and having a

perfectionist attitude
(13) emotion-mindedness
(14) a poor environment tradition and customs can also

contribute to a poor or stifling environment
(15) poor health (1974, pp. 20-21).
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Fleck (1968) cites tradition, habit and poor health as blocks to

creativity as does Gade. Also cited are social approval (quite similar

to conformity), fear of ridicule, worry (much related to emotions),

and frustrations.

Mason's list, too, although not quite as lengthy, is quite similar

to the list of blocks to creativity compiled by Gade Like Gade,

Mason (1960) lists emotional blocks (such as anger, fear, envy,

dread, hate, greed, love, and lust), cultural blocks, fear of failure,

timidity, and habits. Fear of ridicule (quite similar to fear of criti-

cism), pressure, and perceptual blocks are also listed by Mason.

Perceptual blocks or factors that prevent one from getting a clear

picture of situations and events seem to be much related to the blocks

of not being observant and doing surface thinking as listed by Gade

Osborn ( 19 57) agrees with Gade on three of his blocks to creativity:

previous habits, self-discouragement, and timidity He also lists dis-

couragement from others and standardization as stifling creativity

Hall and Paolucci (1970) also list overemphasis on conformity

and failure to use all senses in observing (a perceptual block) as does

Gade. They also list other perceptual blocks: difficulty in isolating

a problem and the tendency to narrow a problem too much. Over-

emphasis on cooperation, competition, logic and reliance on authority

are also considered hindrances to creativity.

Bolin and Davis (1963) in a summarizing article concerning
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creativity taken from the Illinois Teacher of Home Economics not

only list perfectionism, fear, timidity, restrictions on curiosity,

and destructive criticism as blocks to creativity as does Gade, but

also list insistent individualism (resisting conforming to other's ideas

even though he has no ideas himself), rigidity, restrictions on manipu-

lativeness, overemphasis or misplaced emphasis on sex roles, pre-

mature attempts to eliminate fantasy, misplaced emphasis on verbal

skills, and coercive pressure from peers as definite blocks to the

development of creativity.

Ralph Hallman (1967) in the Journal of Creative Behavior seems

to have compiled a list of blocks to creativity quite different from that

of Gade. Hallman only lists one block, conformity, that is also seen

on Gade's list. Other hindrances to creativity he lists are authoritar-

ian attitudes, rigidity and personality, overemphasis on rewards such

as grades, excessive quest for certainty, overemphasis on success,

hostility toward the divergent personality, and intolerance of the "play"

attitude

Thus, it can be summarized that Gade's list of blocks to crea-

tivity seems to be quite extensive. However, one can see that to get

two authorities in the field of creativity to agree on any one list of

blocks to creativity seems to be quite impossible.
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Characteristics of the Creative Person

In this section of the paper the writer will attempt to list the

characteristics of the creative person as summarized from writings

of authorities in the field of creativity. These characteristics have

been compiled by the writer and placed in Appendix A. The list in-

chides the following categories of characteristics which were also

used by Edwards (1961) in her research: Thinking Ability, Experi-

mentation, Concentration, Relationships with People, and Personality

Traits of the Creative Student.

Mason (1960) is careful to point out that the presence of creative

characteristics in any one person does not mean that the person is

creative It means, however, that the person has the potential to be

creative. He also states that probably no one person would possess

all the various characteristics of a creative person that authorities

in the field have discussed. It is also important to remember at this

point that authorities in the field cannot agree on the exact character-

istics of a creative person as is exemplified by the following discus-

sion.

Thinking Ability

Thinking ability or the generation and working with ideas is

central to creativity. Therefore, experts state that a creative person
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should have critical judgment (MacKinnon, 1967; Torrance, 1962),

a redefinition skill (Gowan, Demos, Torrance, 1967; Mason, 1960),

abstracting ability, synthesizing ability, and organizational ability

(Mason, 1960). The creative person should have the power for ques-

tioning (Mason, 1960; Torrance, 1962) and consider his own situa-

tional conditions as realities but also using them as challenges to his

thinking (Zirbes, 1959). The creative person also has the ability

for reorganization or seeing things in a challenging new light (Carter,

Hansen, McKim, 1962; Guilford, 1967).

While the creative person is thinking or working with ideas,

he should display discrimination (Fleck, 1968), inspiration (Torrance,

1962), reasoning power (Mason, 1960; Torrance, 1962), curiosity

(Gowan, Demos, Torrance, 1967; Mason, 1960; Torrance, 1962),

vivid imagery (Torrance, 1962), fluency of ideas (Fleck, 1968;

Guilford, 1967; Gowan, Demos, Torrance, 1967), problem sensi-

tivity (Fleck, 1968; Gowan, Demos, Torrance, 1967; Mason, 1960),

a good memory (Mason, 1960; Osborn, 1957), and ready suggestions

(Mason, 1960). Besides being able to think and to plan ahead (Fleck,

1968; Zirbes, 1959), the creative person should be able to see inter-

actions and relationships (Frazier, 1963; Gowan, Demos, Torrance,

1967; Osborn, 1957; Zirbes, 1959)
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Experimentation

In the process of avoiding ready made know how or patterns to

which he could conform (Torrance, 1962; Zirbes, 1959), the creative

person examines new situations with an unstructured look (Fleck,

1968). Rather than enjoying routine, he enjoys pace changes, routine

bucking, and novelty (Mason, 1960). This illustrates the fact that

the creative person strives to "do" something about his ideas (Zirbes,

1959). He has an urge to be inventive (Frazier, 1963; Gowan, Demos,

Torrance, 1967), to take long range risks Frazier, 1963; Torrance,

1962), to manipulate and feel form, shape and texture (Hallman, 1967;

Hall, Paolucci, 1970; Torrance, 1964), to dramatize or to illustrate

experiences (Carter, Hansen, McKim, 1962), to try out new ideas

(Gowan, Demos, Torrance, 1967; Zirbes, 1959) and to try new ways

for old by substituting, reversing, subtracting, modifying, adding,

and by adapting (Fleck, 1968).

Concentration

Experts point out that sometimes creativity takes concentra-

tion (Osborn, 1957). A creative person is deeply involved, devoted,

and determined (Torrance, 1962)
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Relationships with People

Although the creative person tends to be unsociable at times and

not popular (Torrance, 1962), he does have an urge to interact with

the world (Fleck, 1968). He actually has wide interests (Cowan,

Demos, Torrance, 1967), and is quite responsive to things around

him (Torrance, 1962). Because of his sensitivity to external stimuli,

he values accurate observations (Frazier, 1963). The creative person

also has quite a sense of personal destiny and identity (Torrance,

1962). Although he has the capacity to tolerate tension that strong

opposing values create in him (Torrance, 1962), he feels the need to

reconcile the opposing values at times (Rubin, 1969).

Personality Traits of the Creative Person

Also listed in current literature on creativity are numerous

adjectives describing the actual personality of the creative person.

He is said to be flexible (Gowan, Demos, Torrance, 1967; Guilford,

1967; Mason, 1960), desirous of facts (Williams, 1967), responsible

(Fleck, '968), independent (Gowan, Demos, Torrance, 1967;

MacKinnon, 1967; Torrance, 1962) as well as dependent (Williams,

1967), tolerant of chaos (Frazier, 1963; Torrance, 1962), self-

directive, courageous (Torrance, 1962), confident (MacKinnon,

1967), conscientious (MacKinnon, 1967; Torrance, 1962), and
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assertive and persevering (Gowan, Demos, Torrance, 1967;

Torrance, 1962).

The creative person exhibits freedom from responsibility at

times (Williams, 1967), spontaneity (Fleck, 1968), initiative

(Torrance, 1962), individuality (MacKinnon, 1967, Torrance, 1962),

originality (Fleck, 1968; Mason, 1960), and imagination and clever-

ness (Gowan, Demos, Torrance, 1967). The creative person has an

urge to express himself (Torrance, 1965a) and can express himself

freely (Torrance, 1962). The creative person is nonconforming to

the group (Gowan, Demos, Torrance, 1967; Torrance, 1962) which

is exemplified by spirited disagreements at times (Torrance, 1962).

This person has the ability to find open channels if others are blocked

(Zirbes, 1959). He has the need to create order out of chaos and the

need for recognition and achievement (Frazier, 1963). He demon-

strates resilience or persistence (Torrance, 1962) and imposes

limitations on himself at times (Fleck, 1968; Alamshah, 1967) dis-

playing discipline and self-control (Rubin, 1969). The creative per-

son is certainly ambitious (Mason, 1960), enthusiastic, and indus-

trious (Torrance, 1962). When in the appropriate learning environ-

ment, he can be observed laughing, playing and having fun (Fleck,

1968).
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Incongruities Among Characteristics
of the Creative Person

Contradictory traits can be observed on the writer's list of

characteristics of the creative person. As discussed in the previous

section, the creative person is described as one desirous of facts

and at the same time flexible. He has been characterized as exhib-

iting responsibility and also freedom from responsibility He is

dependent and independent. He tolerates chaos and yet needs to make

some order out of it at times. He can also tolerate opposing values

but often tries to reconcile these values. Williams (1967) in the

Journal of Creative Behavior also cites the existence of contradictory

traits among characteristics of the creative person using some of

the same examples.

Bauer (1971) adds some light to this dilemma. She describes

a continuum from conformity at one end to creativity at the other.

She states that a person does not have to be either a conformist or

a creative person. According to her research there are several

other categories between the extremes.

She defines two categories between the conformist and the crea-

tive person, congruent conformist and incongruent conformist. Con-

gruent conformity means

acting in accord and harmony with self and others,
which expresses the need both to belong and to develop
apart from others (1971, p. 14).
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On the other hand,

Incongruent conformity has been defined as that kind of
conformity to which most research people refer when
they qualify extreme conformity as a negative behavior
of human beings to attempt to fit into a group by sup-
pressing personal values and desires (1971, p. 28).

By inclusion of these two classifications Bauer suggests that

the distinction between conformists and people who are highly crea-

tive is not absolutely defined. Her research suggests that there is

much overlapping between these two extremes, hence the contradic-

tory characteristics. Bauer states as examples that the congruent

conformer is both independent and dependent, tolerant of chaos, but

striving for order, both curious and indifferent, objective and sub-

jective, and divergent and convergent in thinking. Therefore, by

listing characteristics of the congruent conformer Bauer further

exemplifies the reason for confusion and contradictions among charac-

teristics of the creative person.

Creative Learning Experiences

Hinton states in the Journal of Creative Behavior that,

Creative potential . . . becomes creative behavior only
under favorable circumstances; potential is a necessary,
but not a sufficient condition for creative output (1970,
p. 216).

This section of the review of literature will attempt to uncover what

these favorable circumstances or conditions are. What needs to be
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added to creative potential to stimulate creative output? What types

of learning activities stimulate the development of creative potential?

These were the questions that directed the writer's investigation in

this area

By conducting a thorough search of current literature on crea-

tivity the writer was able to devise a list of guidelines for developing

learning experiences to develop creative potential. The guidelines

on this list were divided into seven categories: types of learning

activities, characteristics of learning activities, development of

specific characteristics of students, development of critical thinking,

expectations of students, evaluation of students, and atmosphere for

learning experiences, Appendix B.

To be a creative learning experience the activity does not

necessarily have to fulfill all of the qualifications on the list. How-

ever, the more qualifications it satisfies, the more creative the

experience will be according to current knowledge compiled by ex-

perts involving creativity.

Types of Learning Activities

The creative learning experience can take different forms. An

exploratory experience (Bolin, Davis, 1963; Carter, Hansen, and

McKim, 1962; Mason, 1960), or an open ended experience (Frazier,

1963; Goodale, 1970; Hallman, 1967; Hall and Paolucci, 1970) are
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best. These learning experiences may be active or quiet (Hall and

Paolucci, 1970; Torrance and Gupta, 1964), and, generally provide

freedom for exploration and experimentation with a variety of media

and materials (Bolin and Davis, 1963; Carter, Hansen, McKim, 1962;

Hall and Paolucci, 1970; Torrance and Gupta, 1964). Discovery

methods are used (Christie, 1970) and, quite often the learning exper-

ience is a situation with no pat answer (Bolin and Davis, 1963). By

giving the student a choice of learning experiences (Bolin and Davis,

1963) much freedom is allowed.

Characteristics of Learning Activities

Creative types of learning activities are best if devised with

definite goals in mind. For example, creative learning experiences

should be challenging and life-related (Fleck, 1968). They should

create problem awareness, encourage the acquisition of knowledge

in a variety of areas (Torrance and Gupta, 1964), cultivate sound

value judgments on which responsible self-direction and fulfillment

depend, motivate the student to "want to" be creative (Frazier, 1963),

and encourage manipulation of media (Hallman, 1967; Torrance and

Gupta, 1964). Finally, a creative learning experience should foster

mature self-appraisal and continuous evaluation.
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Development of Specific Characteristics of Students

Since the main purpose of a creative learning experience is to

develop creative potential, it is logical that one would focus upon

specific characteristics of the developing creative personality.

Research indicates that experts do tend to advocate the development

of some creative characteristics more than others

A summary indicates that creative activities should give the

student faith in his own potentialities, confidence and freedom to

break away from set patterns of action (Goodale, 1970), and freedom

to fail (Mason, 1960). This type of experience should also show the

student how to utilize his errors (Goodale, 1970; Mason, 1960), make

the student more sensitive and open to environmental stimuli, foster

habits of constructive criticism in the student (Torrance and Gupta,

1964), and promote originality and encourage spontaneous expression

(Burton, Kimball, Wing, 1960). Many experts seem to agree that

creative learning experiences should provide for self-initiation

(Hallman, 1967; Hall and Paolucci, 1970; Torrance and Gupta, 1964).

Development of Critical Thinking

Critical thinking is also a creative characteristic and correctly

could be included in the previous subdivision. The writer found so

many guidelines for creative learning experiences relating to critical
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thinking that a new subdivision needed to be made indicating more

emphasis by the experts. Creative learning experiences should

permit the student time to think and to contemplate (Bolin and Davis,

1963; Mason, 1960), foster vivid imagery, individuality of expression

and perceptive awareness (Osborn, 1957), provide for questioning

(Hall and Paolucci, 1970; Mason, 1960; Burton, Kimball, Wing, 1960),

bring out vague ideas (Fleck, 1968), encourage risk taking (Bolin and

Davis, 1963; Frazier, 1963; Torrance, 1962), and encourage unusual

variations of the usual (Bolin and Davis, 1963; Fleck, 1968) The

experience should provide for over-learning or saturation with infor-

mation, imagery, and meanings (Hallman, 1967), encourage the crea-

tive thought processes of association, imagination, and guessing

(Hallman, 1967), and enable the student to understand relationships

between ideas, materials, and events (Bolin and Davis, 1963) The

student should also be taught to tolerate new or divergent ideas

(Torrance and Gupta, 1964) Above all the creative learning experi-

ence should provide for part or all of the four phases of the creative

act: preparation, incubation, illumination, and revision (Burton,

Kimball and Wing, 1960; Torrance and Gupta, 1964)

Expectations of the Students

Mason (1960) was the only authority specifically stating a guide-

line for developing creative learning experiences that seemed to fit
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into this category. He stated that learning experiences should be

paced to the level of realistic involvement and maturing aspirations

of the students.

Evaluation of Students

Learning experiences involve evaluations. The evaluations of

a creative learning experience should be based on student and teacher

set goals which were cooperatively agreed upon (Carter, Hansen,

McKim, 1962). The learning experience evaluations should be of

many different kinds, not just exams (Goodale, 1970), and be evalu-

ated cooperatively (Carter, Hansen, McKim, 1962).

Atmosphere for Learning Experiences

The conditions under which learning experiences are adminis-

tered need to be carefully considered, since the climate of the learn-

ing environment may stifle learning and creativity. The atmosphere

should be warm and friendly where regimented routines do not take

priority over human values (Torrance, 1962). The atmosphere should

be non-threatening (Fleck, 1968), free from pressure (Frazier,

1963), and non-authoritarian (Hallman, 1967) Freedom and privacy

for developing ideas should be provided (Bolin and Davis, 1963)

There should be a delicate balance between permissiveness and

structure (Bolin and Davis, 1963; Fleck, 1968). A change of pace
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should also be offered by the learning experience whenever possible

(Osborn, 1957).

Creativity in Relation to the Taxonomy
of Educational Objectives

In recent years educational objectives have been classified as

belonging to one or more of three domains or classifications as seen

by Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia. The classifications were devised

to organize objectives for teaching purposes. These domains are

the cognitive, affective, and the psychomotor. The largest number

of educational objectives fall into the cognitive domain, which empha-

sizes " remembering and reproducing something which has pre-

sumably been learned " (1964, p. 6). The affective domain

emphasizes a ". . feeling tone, an emotion, or a degree of accep-

tance or rejection" (1964, p. 7). The psychomotor domain which has

not yet been completed emphasizes " some muscular or motor

skill, some manipulation of material and objects, or some act which

requires a neuromuscular coordination" (1964, p. 7). Within each

domain objectives range from basic (requiring less effort) to fairly

complex (requiring more planning and thought).

Cognitive Domain

After considerable reading and research on the topic of creativ-

ity had been done, the writer was able to conclude that creative
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activities and behaviors can generally be classified into the higher

mental processes that are represented in the cognitive domain on

the more complex end of the scale in the taxonomy of educational

objectives. The cognitive domain is composed of six categories:

knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and

evaluation. Knowledge is the simplest level to achieve while evalua-

tion is the most complex (Bloom, 1956).

Knowledge Creativity cannot develop when the student has no

contact or experience on the more simplified level of the domain. For

example, the most basic level of the cognitive domain is knowledge

(recall and recognition). Parnes (1966) believes some basic knowl-

edge is needed on which to base one's imagination or creativeness.

Loree (n.d ) also believes that while it is not creative to memorize,

it is necessary to acquire this knowledge in order to be creative

Comprehension. When involved in the comprehension level, one

derives meaning from ideas presented. However, as stated in con-

nection with the knowledge level of the domain, Loree believes,

. the attaining of comprehensive objectives is a
necessary but not a sufficient condition for the develop-
ment of creative behavior (n.d, p. 4)

Application and Analysis. Application, being able to use knowl-

edge to arrive at a new decision, as well as analysis, solving a prob-

lem by using acquired information to formulate judgments are both

seen by Loree (n d ) the same as knowledge and comprehension in
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terms of creativity.

Synthesis. Synthesis is by far one of the most important levels

in the cognitive domain in terms of creativity as stated by Loree

Synthesis objectives involve putting together elements so
as to form a unique whole. This is the category that
gives widest scope to creative behavior on the part of
the learner (n d., p. 7).

Evaluation. Evaluation is based on all the other levels in the

cognitive domain. It, too, is extremely important in the development

of creative potential. Loree as well as the writer believes that evalu-

ation is especially important, " if novelty or uniqueness in

addition to appropriateness are emphasized " (n.d, p. 7)

Creativit and Verbs Ex ressin Co nitive Levels. The idea

that creativity is largely associated with the higher mental processes

on the cognitive level can also be verified by analyzing words used to

describe characteristics of the creative person, Appendix A, and

verbs used to describe learning experiences that would develop crea-

tive potential, Appendix B, as compiled by the writer and discussed in

another section of this paper. These words and verbs can be compared

to verbs associated with the various levels of the cognitive domain as

derived from the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (Bloom, 1956).

Much similarity can be observed among the verbs in these two

sources. On the knowledge level only two words were used both by

Bloom (1956) and in the two lists of characteristics and guides as
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compiled and combined by the writer. These words were define and

memorize. On the comprehension level, again, only two words,

recognize and express, were used both by Bloom (1956) and in the

writer's two lists. On the application level three words, dramatize,

illustrate, and use, were cited in both places, while on the analysis

level five words, appraise, experiment, criticize, question, and

examine were seen in both sources. On the synthesis level, four

words, plan, create, organize, and prepare, were used in both

sources. However, on the evaluative level, which is the most com-

plex in the cognitive domain, six words, judge, appraise, evaluate,

value, revise, and choose, were observed in both places. There-

fore, from the comparison of these two sources most of the creative

activities in the cognitive domain occur in the analysis, synthesis,

and evaluation levels. This finding is in contrast to Loree's (n. d. )

opinion that creativity only occurs in the synthesis and evaluation

levels.

Affective Domain

It appears to the writer that many of the characteristics of

the creative person relate to the affective domain. These similari-

ties will be brought out in the following discussion of the levels of

the affective domain. Receiving is the simplest level in the domain

while characterization is the most complex level of the affective
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domain (Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia, 1964).

Receiving Receiving means one is receptive to such things

as information, sound, etc. By scanning the list compiled by the

writer of characteristics of the creative person, Appendix A, it was

noted that there were several characteristics pertaining to the receiv-

ing level. The student who is receptive to ideas as well as to the other

things has these characteristics: the ability to retain information and

to memorize, a sense of awareness to things around him, the need

and the value for accurate observations, and the need for facts The

writer believes the person that is creative will be the one who is the

most open or receptive

Responding. Responding takes place when a person does some-

thing about what he has received in the previous level of the affective

domain. Characteristics relating to this level in the domain begin to

describe the creative person quite well. This person would have

initiative and inspiration as well as being able to express himself

freely. From time to time he might choose to illustrate his experi-

ences in an unusual way. The writer believes that the creative indi-

vidual might even take some risks in responding.

Valuing. While engaged in the valuing level, one would develop

values or see some things as having worth. A creative person fits

into this level quite well also. A creative person does develop

definite values that help him achieve the higher levels of this domain
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as illustrated in the discussions of the last two levels.

Organization. In the organization level of the affective domain

one organizes his values developed in the previous level into a hier-

archy of importance Characteristics from the writer's list of char-

acteristics of the creative person that pertain to this level are:

(1) being responsive to value combinatiai s and conflicts, (2) reconcil-

ing opposing values, (3) tolerating tensions that opposing values

create in him, (4) the need to find a subtle ordering principle,

(5) possessing organizational ability, and (6) being at times non-

conforming to the group. The writer has qualified this last charac-

teristic by stating that "at times" the creative person would be

nonconforming to the group since the writer found from the reading

that sometimes the creative person is independent, while at other

times he is also dependent.

The writer as well as Loree believes that the organizational

level is quite important to the development of creativity and because

of this, has certain implications for teaching.

Educational objectives within the "Organization" category
are crucial to creative education. These objectives are
concerned with the organization of values into a system.
The teacher can best achieve these objectives if she per-
mits the student to explore alternate value positions. This
exploration of value positions can lead the student to the
discovery of a creative role for herself. Education for
conformity results when the teacher attempts to impose
her own values upon the student (nd, p. 10).
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Characterization. When one has reached this level, he has

achieved all of the other levels of the affective domain. Achieving

characterization culminates learning in this level since it is the most

complex task the affective domain presents. By accomplishing objec-

tives on this level a student would become a unique individual since

it would be one of the last steps in personality development. In other

words, the student would finally know himself and have developed

many personality characteristics One of the traits in the list of

characteristics of the creative person that the writer developed states

that a creative person has a sense of personal identity. This cer-

tainly would be achieved by attaining this level of the affective domain.

Creativit; and Verbs Expressing Affective Levels. It seems to

the writer, that just as in the cognitive domain, the last two levels

in the affective domain are really where creativity takes place. The

first levels, receiving, responding, and valuing are, however, neces-

sary to complete in order to attain the last two levels, organization

and characterization. This idea can be verified by analyzing a com-

bined list of words used to describe characteristics of the creative

person, Appendix A, and verbs used to describe learning experiences

that would develop creative potential, Appendix B, as compiled by

the writer and discussed in another section of this paper. These

words and verbs can be compared to verbs identified in relation to

each level of the affective domain (Krathwohl, Bloom, Masia, 1964)
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Similarity can be seen in all levels of the domain. In the

responding level, only three verbs and participles, observes, being

sensitive, and discriminating, were used both by Krathwohl, Bloom,

and Masia (1964) and in the two lists of characteristics and guides as

compiled by the writer. There were also three verbs, display,

cooperate, and explore, in the responding level while the valuing

level only had two verbs and participles, assuming responsibility,

and examine, that were recorded in both sources.

Most of the similarity of the two sources can be seen in the last

two levels of the domain, organization, and characterization. Verbs

and verb phrases found on both lists in the organizational level were:

form judgments, is realistic, and judge. The verbs and verb phrases

compiled from the characterization level were numerous: revise,

prepare or ready, change, plan, rely, examine, judge, and is consci-

entious. To the writer, this illustrates the point that most of the

creativity in the affective domain does take place in the last two levels

even though completion of the first three levels is necessary in order

to attain the more complex level.

The Creative Teacher

The creative person has been discussed. How about the crea-

tive teacher? What particular traits does this type of teacher exhibit?

Torrance (1962) summarized the characteristics that he has
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determined to be most descriptive of the creative teacher. The

general traits a creative teacher seems to exemplify are resource-

fulness, sensitivity, flexibility, and a willingness to get off the beaten

track. Characteristics that may tend to make the creative teacher

an unpopular faculty member are the tendency to tackle difficult tasks

with occasional failures, the drive to be hard working, a tendency to

overwork, and a nonconforming attitude at times. Torrance also

states that the creative teacher may at times be childish, deny con-

ventions of courtesy, and may seem uncultured and unsophisticated.

Traits that tend to conceal this teacher's creativeness are bashfulness,

quietness, and a tendency to seem withdrawn at times. Independence

in thinking is displayed by a haughty and self-satisfied attitude.

Although a creative teacher may be fault-finding, she should also

have the ability to suggest solutions or remedies for faulty or un-

corrected situations. The most important characteristic of the crea-

tive teacher, if she is to be effective, is her ability to form good

relationships with all students.

Teacher Pupil Relations that Foster Creativity

Much has been written about the relationship between the teacher

and the pupil in situations where creativity is the prime concern.

Authorities in the field of creativity usually discuss this aspect when

reviewing activities, learning experiences, or methods that will
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develop creative potential. Therefore, most of the suggestions to

the teacher have been listed and discussed in the section of this paper

dealing with developing learning experiences that develop creative

potential. Guidelines relating specifically to the teacher and her

actions were compiled in another list, guidelines for teachers who

wish to develop the creative potential of their students, and placed

in the teacher section of the learning package, Appendix C. The

items in this list will be discussed in this section of the paper.

Before all else a teacher who wishes to develop the creative

potential of her students must value creativity (Gowan, Demos,

Torrance, 1967) and create a friendly classroom environment

(Torrance, 1962). Respecting each student as an individual with

a developing personality, having dignity and worth, wi 11 facilitate

making a stand for mutual understanding (Torrance, 1962).

The teacher also needs to evaluate a few of her own character

traits. A teacher wishing to develop the creative potential of her

students must be open-minded (Bolin, Davis, 1963) as well as a good

listener (Mason, 1960). She should not be intimidated by a student's

disagreement with her own ideas (Bolin, Davis, 1963)

When preparing for creative activities, the teacher should

utilize cooperative planning when possible (Carter, Hansen, McKim,

1962). When devising learning experiences, one should consider the

degree of competitiveness in the classroom (Bolin, Davis, 1963)
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A little competition is considered desirable for developing creativity

while too much competition stifles the creative drive. In the evalua-

tions for the learning experiences care needs to be taken to guard

against the imposition of adult standards (Burton, Kimball, Wing,

1960). Before beginning the creative exercises give the students

information about the creative process (Torrance and Gupta, 1964)

and, of course, make resources available for working out ideas

(Torrance and Gupta, 1964).

While the actual learning experiences are in progress, the

teacher not only needs to show enthusiasm for the ideas of students,

but also, be especially careful of her actions and comments. The

teacher should avoid negative comments, laughter at first attempts,

and comparisons with standards beyond the learner's level (Burton,

Kimball, Wing, 1960) At all times the teacher should stimulate,

encourage, assist, and recognize students' contributions while keeping

them working toward their goals (Mason, 1960). She should also give

credit for self-initiated activities (Torrance and Gupta, 1964) as well

as give aid in response to the needs and insights of the pupils at the

time (Burton, Kimball, Wing, 1960). She should always refrain from

dominating or regimenting as well as stereotyping behavior or sanc-

tioning conformity (Mason, 1960).

Creativity is not developed overnight. Sometimes the level of

creativity one is expecting takes a great deal of time to achieve if it
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is achieved at all. Plateaus can be reached where no apparent gain

in the level of creativity is evident For these reasons, discourage-

ment often overcomes both the teacher and the student. Therefore,

the teacher should wait patiently for development of maturity and

skill in her students (Bolin, Davis, 1963). Likewise, the teacher

should give the student an outlook in which he sees himself moving

toward self-realization and creativity.

Investigations Relating to Home Economics and Creativity

Inquiries relating both to home economics and to creativity have

been quite scarce. Three of the four references the writer will re-

view in this paper deal with the development of devices, learning

experiences, or units designed to teach creativity (Edwards, 1961;

Gade, 19 74; Moe, 1964) One paper projects new methods of testing

for creativity in home economics student teachers (Bauer, 1971),

while still another uses the concept of learning packages in the

development of creativity (Gade, 1974).

Specifically, the purposes of Edwards paper were three:

1. to emphasize the importance of creativity in the lives
of those connected with contemporary American
Society

Z. to show how the Home Economics program can
contribute to the development of creativity

3. to develop some devices for teaching creativity to
Home Economics students (1961, p. 5).
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Edwards developed several checklists and a set of art principle

problems. The checklists were designed for teachers of Home Eco-

nomics to use in evaluating (1) the extent learning experiences help

develop a degree of creativity, (2) what teachers may do to foster

creativity, and (3) qualities of creative students. The third checklist

was particularly helpful in that it created appropriate subdivisions

for characteristics of the creative person: Thinking Ability, Experi-

mentation, Concentration, Relationships with People, and Personality

Traits of the Creative Student. The art principle problems can be

used as a student work project or changed into another form and used.

Perhaps the material developed by Gade is the closest to the

writer's own research. Gade developed a set of five learning pack-

ages not based on any subject matter specifically, but designed to

develop each student's creativity by investigating the topic of crea-

tivity itself. The packages are preceded by an introduction for the

teacher in which pertinent facts concerning creativity, creative

learning experiences, and the creative teacher are explained. In

this discussion the investigator lists the characteristics that she

believes constitute a creative teacher.

In learning package one Gade identifies her meaning of the

term creativity:

Creativity usually means combining, relating and reorgan-
izing materials and ideas in different ways to achieve
something different, to do something in a different way
to achieve new combinations (19 74, p. 1).
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Learning package one, "Unexplored Territory," tries to make

the student understand that he is really more creative than he thinks.

The package is divided into three parts The second part, Narration,

is a way of giving information and reasoning with the reader to arrive

at the point the narration is trying to make.

Learning package two is entitled, "Is Your Creativity Showing?".

The main idea presented here seems to be to do something about

creativity. Gade suggests that one discover hidden interests, poten-

tials, and talents.

Learning package three, "Blocks to Creativity", has as its

main theme identifying and alerting the student to obstacles in the

development of creativity.

Package four is entitled, "Thinking in New Dimensions." It

urges the student to keep exercising his mind in new and different

ways.

Learning package five, "Ready for Action," pulls together all

the previous facts presented in this series of packages and outlines

how decisions are made using the decision making process. At the

end of this package are other suggestions for developing creative

thinking abilities comparable to the "Quest" in other package formats

The overall purpose of Moe's study was to

. explore, to develop, and to teach nine week home
furnishings units to two senior Homemaking classes in
new and different ways. The problem solving method
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was to be used. Visual aids were to be developed and
used (1964, p. 5).

The investigator attempted to motivate the student in every possible

way with an emphasis on activity and learning experiences.

Specifically, Moe tried to:

(1) Give students creative experiences in home furn-
ishing units which may in turn motivate them to
be creative in other phases of living.

(2)

(3)

Develop learning experiences in breadth and depth
so that they may challenge students of varied
abilities and backgrounds.

Help students evaluate their own growth in this
area and set future goals in the light of their recent
classroom experiences.

(4) Challenge students to recognize the beauty and uses
of materials at hand in creating more beauty in
their homes.

(5) Assist students in planning and carrying out individual
art projects which may be satisfying, original, and
beautiful.

(6) Encourage students to live in an artful way; receptive
to beauty in many forms, interpreting their inner
responses or sensitivities, so that they might find
expression in richer, fuller living ( 1964, p. 6).

This study took place at Corvallis High School in Corvallis,

Oregon. This three year high school is composed of students basically

from the upper middle socioeconomic class. The 44 students taking

part in this nine weeks home furnishings unit were fairly typical of

the school as a whole.
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. . . three were married and ten were planning to be
married soon. Twenty-six were preparing for college
The remaining group planned to take some technical
training after high school or go directly to work (1964,
P. 8).

After the plan was discussed with administrators at the high

school, formulated, tried out on a junior Homemaking class at the

high school, and necessary changes made, the unit was taught to two

twelfth grade Homemaking classes for nine weeks.

To evaluate the study no scientific means were used such as

standardized tests for growth in creativity or evaluation of creativity.

The investigator evaluated and discussed the study in terms of the

objectives or goals for the research and how the unit attempted to

meet each objective. In conclusion, the investigator found that her

objectives had been satisfied.

In recommending further studies that needed to be done in this

area Moe stated that,

. . . Other learning experiences need to be devised
and tested to give experience in the practical applica-
tion of the art principles related to balance and propor-
tion (1964, p 90).

As stated earlier Bauer's paper projects new methods of testing

for creativity in home economics student teachers. In Bauer's words,

The purpose of this study is to develop creativity-
conformity evaluative learning experiences which may
be used by teacher educators working with student teachers
in home economics to help determine creative activity
expectations. These experiences should emphasize the
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importance of the teacher in either inhibiting or permitting
and encouraging creative behavior within her own class-
room (1971, p 5)

The 11 actual learning experiences developed took several

forms- All were designed to indicate attitudes tending toward either

conformity or creativity in teacher behavior.

These learning experiences are to help identify
the presence of creative or conformative characteristics
in the attitudes and values of the student teacher and to
help her see how she may develop her teaching behavior
to include creative experiences as she teaches in the
classroom (Bauer, 1971, p 75)

Bauer is careful to point out that these learning experiences have

not been field-tested nor item-analyzed Therefore, although they

can be used as indicators of either conformity or creativity tendencies,

they cannot be used to measure these tendencies or to limit the indi-

vidual in any way.

The learning experiences developed took several forms They

involved the student in: (1) evaluating his feelings and the intensity

of them, (2) identifying values held concerning teaching, creativity,

and conformity, (3) solving problems using puzzles, riddles, and

situations, (4) completing line drawings, and (5) finishing open ended

statements some of which dealt with people and new situations In

each case Bauer specified when each of these learning experiences

should be given in relation to the student teaching experience
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Individualized Instruction and Learning Packages

Definition of Individualized Instruction

Educators throughout time have been searching for ways to

make education more meaningful to the student. Educators today

believe that one of the ways to achieve this objective is to tailor cur-

riculum to the needs and characteristics of each learner. This

approach has appropriately been named individualized instruction.

Different means or methods have been utilized to help cope with the

diversity in students' needs and characteristics. Among these

methods are team teaching, nongraded classes, programmed instruc-

tion, grouping, a one to one student-teacher ratio, and many others.

Learning Packages

A learning package is one example of programmed instruction.

It, too, was designed for the purpose of individualizing instruction.

A learning package in the writer's words is an instrument through

which a student is able to individualize and to pace his own learning

while engaging in the same types of activities that would be conducted

in a regular classroom. A package consists of a student section and

teacher section through which the activities of both are directed.

The writer was able to form the following summaries of learn-

ing package formats by reading and studying numerous learning
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packages that had been written using a variety of formats and other

references

UNIPAC. The UNIPAC format was developed by Idea Develop-

ment Associates of Palo Alto, California. This format is basically

like all others. That is, it consists of basically two parts: the student

section and the teacher section. The student section consists of the

following items given in order of their appearance: a title page, a

total listing of all objectives, pre-evaluation, lessons complete with

a self-evaluation for each, and a page on which students list their

reactions to the UNIPAC format and improvements that could be

made Each lesson is divided into these parts: component, objec-

tives, instructions, learning activities, and self-evaluation. The

learning activities are divided into three parts: primary, additional,

and supplementary.

The teacher section includes the following parts also given in

order of their appearance in the package: (1) a statement of ideas,

(2) a total listing of objectives, (3) instructions to the teacher which

includes the unit approach, identification of learners, and supplies

and equipment needed, (4) quest opportunities, (5) instructions for

student evaluation and answer keys, as well as (6) the post evaluation.

Learning Activity Packages, LAP. The writer was only able to

view the student section of the LAP format. This format seemed to

be slightly different from the UNIPAC format The student section
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began with an introductory page stating what a LAP is, and student

instructions. This was followed by a rationale. The rationale was

a form of introduction to the package giving the purpose of the package.

Next, was a page defining terms used in the package. Each lesson

included the following items: primary ideas and secondary ideas

(objectives), core activities (that the student was required to do),

and depth opportunities (activities the student could do if he so de-

sired). On the grading procedure page there were spaces on which

evaluation scores could be written for core activities, depth oppor-

tunities, and the post test Explanations of grading procedure were

also given (Jones, 1969).

Home Economics Learning Packages, HELP. Home Economics

Learning Packages are distributed by the American Home Economics

Association. The format used was adapted from the UNIPAC format.

This format and the UNIPAC format are basically the same except

for these exceptions: wording on each lesson seemed to be slightly

different. The terminology used in describing each lesson part in the

HELP format was: Component (generalization), objective, instruc-

tions (directions), and learning activities (Shear, Ray, 1970). The

second and final difference between the UNIPAC and HELP formats

is that the self tests for each lesson are placed at the end of the

package in the HELP format to help the students prepare for the

post test
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Philosophy of Learning Packages

Perhaps one American Home Economics Association publication

discussing HELPs best summed up beliefs concerning learning pack-

ages and their use.

The philosophy in HELPs is that learners are individually
unique and the more variety in learning strategies avail-
able, the more likely each individual learner will find an
approach meaningful to him. Thus, learning packages
represent one strategy for individually-paced learning.
Not all learners, not probably even a few learners, will
want to use learning packages exclusive of any other
method. However, learning packages can be a produc-
tive tool for self-paced learning when used appropriately
with a balance of other learning tools, including large and
small group methods (Shear, 1971, n. p. ).

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking are,

. . . a set of alternate form, general purpose batteries
of creative thinking ability tests, applicable from kinder-
garten through graduate school (Torrance, 1967, p. 191).

Torrance, whose first inspiration for the Torrance tests was spurred

by Guilford's model of the intellect, centered his tests around his

definition of creativity which deals with the process of creativity.

His tests can be divided into two basic types, verbal and non-verbal

or figural.

There are two forms, A and B, for the non-verbal or figural

part of Torrance's tests. Picture construction is the first task on
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both forms. The subject is asked to make as unusual and interesting

a picture as he can using a supplied piece of fluorescent paper which

the subject sticks to the specified page Next, the subject begins the

picture completion part of the form. The student is asked to complete

and title as many figures in a group of partially drawn figures as he

can. The third section of these tests deals with either circles or

parallel lines, depending on which form of the figural test is used.

The student is asked to see how many objects or pictures he can make

from the circles or parallel lines presented. The student is given

ten minutes to complete each of the tasks in the figural forms.

Goldman (1964) reports that there is still another type of non-

verbal test being developed by Torrance. In the creative design task

the student is given circles and strips of colored paper and asked to

create pictures

The verbal part of Torrance's tests also comes in two forms,

A and B. The first three activities are "Ask and Guess" activities

The subject is asked to list questions, causes and consequences that

come to his mind when looking at a given picture. In the second

part of the test the subject is asked to think of as many ways as he

can to improve a given toy to make it more pleasing and fun to play

with. In the next two sections the student is asked to list as many

uses and questions as he can think of for a given example such as a

tin can. Finally, the subject is asked to think of all the consequences
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of a given situation in an activity called"Just Suppose." Each of the

sections of Torrance's tests discussed as part of the verbal forms has

imposed time limits.

Goldman (1964) also lists other forms of verbal tests developed

by Torrance In the "Common Problems" activity, available in two

forms, the subjects are asked to write down as many problems that

they can think of as occurring during two situations: taking a bath

and doing homework. In 20 minutes the subjects are asked to write

stories in the "Imaginative Stories" activity Examples of topics

from which students may choose for their story are, the man who

cries, and the lion that doesn't roar.

Goldman (1964) also discusses test batteries such as "Abbrevi-

ated Form VII" of the Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking These

are a battery of both verbal and nonverbal tests administered to

groups of subjects initially to determine what tests would be suitable

for what age levels of subjects.

Goldman (1964) discusses some of the problems connected

with Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking During the administra-

tion of the test, the timing of the various activities is viewed as a

drawback by some authorities. True, it is hard to allow for the

unconscious deliberation of a creative person over a period of time

during a testing situation. Goldman states that ten minutes has been
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found to be quite adequate for most subjects on the figural forms of

the test for each activity. However,

In the Picture Construction test it was discovered that
high elaborators do not have enough time and those
scoring high on fluency kept thinking of additional
ideas (Goldman, 1964, p 10)

Reliability

As reported by several critics reliability for the Torrance

Tests of Creative Thinking is low (Goldman, 1964; Hoepfner, 1967).

In discussing reliability Torrance (1966c) lists several factors that

affect reliable results such as the physical, emotional, mental, and

motivational states of the subjects. He suggests that these factors

may lower test-retest reliability. However, Torrance suggests that,

The very fact that measurement instruments are sensitive
to such factors may make them especially useful in certain
kinds of situations. Among such situations are studies
designed to assess the influences of experimental methods,
organizational climate, experimental instructional mater-
ials, physical conditions in the classroom, fatigue, com-
petition, and the like (1966c, p. 18).

Another factor in low reliability scores is that few studies have

been conducted to ascertain reliability data since the tests are new

and still in a state of development. This factor is fully recognized by

Torrance and his publisher (Torrance, 1966c) However,

Even at their present stage of development these tests
are considered ready for use in certain kinds of
applications (Torrance, 1966c, p 1).
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Validity

Content Validity. Goldman (1964) states that the complaint of

some critics that the tests do not cover all aspects of creative thinking

seems to be unwarranted.

Obviously the tests cannot claim to sample the entire
universe of what is termed creative thinking, but this
is not the intention (Goldman, 1964, p 9)

In Torrance's words regarding the subject,

It may be correct that the criterion of creative behavior
is a sticky one, but we decided at the outset to define
creative thinking as adequately as we could and then to try
to remain true to this definition. We believed that if we
could do this we could afford to ignore some of the hopeless
bickering about the meaning of creative behavior (1965b, pp
38-39)

Torrance (1966c) assures users of the test that every attempt

has been made to insure content validity of the Torrance Tests of

Creative Thinking.

Construct Validity. Construct validity focuses on the theories

involved in Torrance Ttsts It tries to increase understanding of

the qualities being measured by the tests Torrance (1966c) in the

Norms-Technical Manual looks at construct validity in a number of

different ways. One group of studies closely related to the writer's

study reveals growth of creative abilities resulting from the exercise

of those abilities through participating in creative activities. In two

studies where instructional procedures were varied, college-level

students in industrial arts showed greater growth in creative abilities
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than did their controls. Growth was also observed through selected

art experiences at the high school level in another study. A similar

study revealed that twelfth-grade students at all levels of intellectual

ability made gains in creative abilities over their controls (Torrance,

1966c).

Concurrent and Predictive Validity. Various aspects of these

two types of validity were discussed by Torrance (1966c) in the

Norms-Technical Manual by citing research available. However,

no conclusions were drawn.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS OF PROCEDURE

Introduction

The writer developed and tested a learning package designed to

develop a student's creative potential. The subject matter content

of the package was principles of design. As all learning packages

are, this package too is an instrument through which a student is

able to individualize and to pace his own learning while engaging in

the same types of activities that would be conducted in a regular

classroom

Identification of Criteria

The first step taken in this research was a review of the current

literature concerning creativity. As the writer progressed, it became

evident that several lists relevant to creativity could be developed from

the reading. These lists identified as criteria, are: (1) character-

istics of a creative person, Appendix A, (2) guidelines for developing

learning experiences to develop creative potential, Appendix B, and

(3) guidelines for teachers who wish to develop the creative potential

of their students, Appendix C (included in teacher section of learning

package). The lists, having been compiled from noteworthy sources
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in the field of creativity, were assumed to be as accurate as was

possible at that time. Many of the items recorded on the lists were

documented by more than one author.

Commonalities were identified among the items in two of the

lists, characteristics of a creative person, and guidelines for develop-

ing learning experiences to develop creative potential. Various sub-

headings were developed and used.

Two of the lists compiled, characteristics of a creative person,

and guidelines for developing learning experiences to develop creative

potential, were used in the actual development of the learning package.

The third list, guidelines for teachers who wish to develop the crea-

tive potential of their students, was placed in the teacher section of

the learning package and not used in the development of the package

itself.

Development of the Learning Package

The writer chose to use the topic of design principles for the

learning package. There was some confusion in references concern-

ing what the design principles were. Therefore, the writer scanned

13 references on the topic of design principles and recorded in graph

form the number of times and how much each particular design prin-

ciple was mentioned There seemed to be agreement on all of the

design principles except scale. Therefore, the writer chose to omit
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scale as a result of this small poll.

The list concerning characteristics of a creative person was

used in the development of the behavioral objectives in the learning

package Each behavioral objective was designed to encourage devel-

opment of two of the five main categories of characteristics of a

creative person, Appendix A. The sub-headings for characteristics

of a creative person are: thinking ability, experimentation, concen-

tration, relationships with people, and personality traits of the crea-

tive student. The writer found that it was extremely difficult to use

the items under the sub-heading of concentration a great deal since

there were only two items. Each sub-heading in the end was used

many times with the exception of concentration. Therefore, the

writer felt that the student would have ample opportunity to develop

his creative potential in diverse ways.

The learning experiences were developed using the list of

guidelines for developing learning experiences to develop creative

potential. The sub-headings for this list are: types of learning

activities, characteristics of learning activities, development of

specific characteristics of students, developinent of critical thinking,

expectations of the students, evaluation of students, and atmosphere

for the learning experiences. Two of the seven categories were used

with the development of each learning experience. It was almost

impossible to set the standard any higher than two out of seven
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because there were only one or two items listed under some of the

sub-headings. To have the learning experiences qualify for these

few items each time would have limited the variety of learning exper-

iences. Variety is extremely important in developing creative poten-

tial.

The actual characteristics or guides for developing learning

experiences that were used in developing the package can be found

in the questionnaire, Appendix D

Format of the Learning Package

The format of this learning package is not the true form of any

of the styles presented in the review of literature Basically, how-

ever, the UNIPAC format was followed with some changes in termi-

nology and the omission of the following parts: total listing of objec-

tives preceding the lessons and an evaluation of the UNIPAC format

at the conclusion of the student section. Like most other packages

this learning package is divided into two basic parts: a student sec-

tion and a teacher section The student section includes a pre and

post test, a rationale or introduction (LAP format), behavioral objec-

tives and learning experiences for each lesson as well as additional

learning experiences and quest opportunities the student could pursue

if exceptionally interested in the topic The writer could see the need

for the student to have some way of acquiring basic information
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concerning each of the design principles while he was completing the

package. This is how the inspiration for using "Idea Sheets" origi-

nated. The idea sheets as developed not only give background infor-

mation when needed, but also serve as examples of design principles

or as media to be used in understanding the design principles. The

decorative illustrations on the idea sheets and in other places through-

out the package are the writer's idea. The writer felt that the use of

these would inspire or motivate the students more than just a printed

page

In the learning package the writer chose to give the student

using the package many choices of learning experiences to fulfill

each objective. This action seemed to be indicated because of the

very nature of creativity. This enables a student to further individ-

ualize his work.

The teacher section of the package contains those things that

a teacher would need to know in order to administer the package

effectively. As in other packages this section contains a listing of

equipment and supplies needed, resources used, and a key for the pre

and post test

The teacher section, too, was basically the same as the original

UNIPAC format. The writer chose to vary the sequence slightly, to

change terminology, and to consolidate a few of the sections that

seemed to be repetitious. Also, the writer added a few extra pages
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that were indicated by the nature of the package. These additions

were: the writer's definition of creativity, a supplemental pre and

post test key, and a necessary supplement for Idea Sheets #7 and #8.

The writer felt it was also necessary to include in this section guide-

lines for the teacher who wished to develop the creative potential of

her students as compiled from a review of current literature concern-

ing creativity, since the teacher can either hinder or facilitate the

development of creative potential. This variable can be controlled

if the teacher knows and follows a few basic guidelines.

The package that was developed could very easily be divided

into five individual packages. In fact, this might be a very desirable

thing to do because the package is quite long. Therefore, the writer

included in the teacher section two keys for the pre and post test.

The first key lists the answers in the order that they were asked on

the test. The second list records the answers under the heading of

which design principle they pertain to. In this way the teacher would

know which area a student was weak in after administering the com-

plete pretest or she could divide up the pre and post test and place

the questions concerning each package with that package in the form

of a pre and post test
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Evaluation of the Learning Package

The evaluation of the behavioral objectives, learning experi-

ences, and idea sheets was done with a questionnaire. The evaluators

were asked to rate each learning experience in terms of how well it

used specific guidelines for developing creative potential. Also, the

evaluators were asked how well each behavioral objective fostered

the development of specific characteristics of the creative person.

Since the idea sheets pertained to specific behavioral objectives and

learning experiences, it was assumed that they could be evaluated

along with their objectives or learning experiences.

Development of the Questionnaire

The questionnaire was divided into five sections, one section

for each design principle. In each section all behavioral objectives

and learning experiences were listed in order of their appearance

in the learning package. Under each learning experience or behavioral

objective was listed the criteria used in its development. Character-

istics of a creative person were listed under behavioral objectives

and guidelines for developing learning experiences to develop creative

potential were listed under the learning experiences. A scale rating

how well each behavioral objective or learning experience met the

criteria was used. The scale was from one to five with one meaning
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poor, three meaning average, and five indicating excellence All

idea sheets pertaining to the learning experiences or behavioral

objectives were included in the questionnaire because the writer felt

that these too needed to be referred to in order to rate the objectives

or learning experiences accurately.

Selection of Home Economist Evaluators

It was felt that home economics teachers would be the most

appropriate evaluators since they would be the type of teacher to

use the package and to teach design principles. The criteria used

in selecting teachers to complete the rating scales on behavioral

objectives and learning experiences was: (1) home economics teacher,

(2) having at least a bachelor's degree with teacher certification,

(3) was or had been teaching at a junior or senior high school, (4) be-

lieved to be a creative teacher.

A list of 33 possible evaluators known to the writer and/or the

major professors was compiled and an introductory letter and return

post card sent, Appendix E, to determine if they were willing to help

in the research. Twenty-seven home economists responded favor-

ably. Later a second letter, Appendix F, was sent to see if the

evaluators were still willing to complete the evaluative devices since

the writer took longer to prepare the devices than anticipated. All

home economists responded favorably again.
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Distribution of Instrument

Because of the length of the total questionnaire, the writer

decided to send the questionnaire in parts to the selected home econ-

omist evaluators. Therefore, the questionnaire was divided into five

sections comprising the five design principles. Each evaluator com-

pleted either two or three sections of the questionnaire The organi-

zation of which sections were sent together can be found in Appendix G

Fifteen questionnaires for each section were sent to evaluators. After

two weeks if the questionnaire had not been returned, the writer sent

a reminder post card to that evaluator.

The evaluators were prompt in returning the questionnaires.

Twelve questionnaires or 80 percent were returned for the emphasis

section. Eleven questionnaires, 73 percent were returned for the

balance section while 13 or 87 percent were returned for the rhythm

section. Thirteen, 87 percent were also returned for the proportion

section, while 11 or 73 percent were returned for the harmony sec-

tion. One questionnaire was not useable because the evaluator did

not follow directions when completing it.

Procedure for Analysis of questionnaire Ratings

The questionnaire responses were tabulated and averaged to be

ready for analysis. The responses on each questionnaire were
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recorded in the appropriate column from one to five to arrive at a

total number of responses in any one particular column. The number

of responses in each column was then weighted with the number of

that column. The figures from each column were averaged to obtain

a number that would be comparable. The writer had chosen previously

the arbitrary figure of 3.5 on which to base the analysis. A decision

was made to question each item that was rated below 3.5. These

questioned items were then either justified, revised, or both by the

writer. All items above 3.5 were accepted

Selection of Sample to be Used
in Testing Learning Package

One of the writer's classes at Central Linn High School in

Halsey, Oregon was selected to be the sample for testing the learn-

ing package This class, Clothing I and II, was composed of tenth

through twelfth grade students who had completed Home Economics I,

a ninth grade class. In Home Economics I the students covered design

elements which the writer believes are necessary before a student can

use and fully comprehend the design principle in the learning package

developed. This sample of 12 students was small, but because of the

scope of this research already, was deemed adequate

This sample was selected for several reasons. First, the

sample consisted of upper classmen. The writer felt that the subject
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matter and the complexity of this learning package were not suitable

for ninth grade students. Second, the learning package would fit into

the subject matter of the class very easily since design principles are

a basic element in good clothing selection. Third, since this class

was already part of the writer's teaching responsibilities, the writer

would be able to be present. This was an important consideration

since the writer felt that one of the lists compiled from reading cur-

rent research on creativity, guidelines for teachers who wish to

develop the creative potential of their students, Appendix C (in

teacher section of learning package), needed to be followed closely.

Fourth, the previous courses the students had taken were known.

With this knowledge and from a personal conference with each stu-

dent, it was determined that the students had little or no previous

instruction in the design principles.

Selection of Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking

Two of Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking were chosen to be

used as a pre and post test to check for development of creativity

before and after the learning package was administered. The two

tests, Figural Form A and Figural Form B, were chosen to test

whether each student did or did not develop his creative potential

as a result of using the learning package developed by the writer.

The writer's planned use for these tests is described by Torrance
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(1966c) and endorsed as an appropriate application in the Norms-

Technical Manual of Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking.

Figural Forms A and B, Appendix H, involve the students in

drawings of various sorts with little writing. Both tests are com-

posed of three parts: (1) picture construction, (2) picture completion,

and (3) repeated figures. Parts one and two are the same types of

activities in both forms but they are different in that the shape used

in picture construction is different as is the color also. The drawings

used in picture completion are different in each test. Lines are used

in the third activity in Figural Form A while circles are used in the

same activity in Figural Form B. In activities one and two the exam-

inees are required to give their pictures a title or label. Later, each

test booklet is scored in four ways, fluency, flexibility, originality,

and elaboration. Torrance and his associates found that Figural

Forms A and B were comparable with the following exceptions:

The Parallel Lines and Circles activities, however, yield
fairly satisfactory test-retest reliabilities for all scores
except flexibility.

There seems to be a general tendency for higher originality
scores on the Parallel Lines Activity and higher elaboration
scores on the Circles Activity. Fluency scores are about
the same on both activities (1966c, p. 15)
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Administering Figural Forms A and B of
Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking

Compiled information concerning Figural Forms A and B and

the advice of a statistical expert prompted the writer to decide to

administer both Figural Form A and Figural Form B in both the pre

and post test. The subjects were divided in half. One half was given

Figural Form A and the other half was given Figural Form B as a

pretest. The forms were reversed in the post test so the students

did not take the same test twice

The directions manual needed to be followed accurately during

the administration of the test. The writer was familiar with the

instructions in the Directions Manual and Scoring Guide, the nature

of creativity itself, and the three lists developed by the writer from

current literature concerning creativity, Appendices A, B, and C

(in teacher section of learning package): (1) characteristics of the

creative person, (2) guides for developing learning experiences to

develop creative potential, and (3) guidelines for the teacher who

wishes to develop the creative potential of her students.

The writer in administering the tests was careful not to use

the word "test" as advocated in the directions manual. Using the

word "test" in most students' minds would create a situation incon-

ducive to creativity. The directions manual for Torrance's Tests

is quite specific on this point:
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It is recommended that, in general, a game-like,
thinking, or problem-solving atmosphere be created.
Try to avoid the threatening situation frequently asso-
ciated with testing. Create the expectation that exam-
inees will enjoy the activity and invite them to "have
fun" (1968a, p 2).

The directions manual gave other directions which were followed

carefully The group size of 12 was near the limit of 15 to 35 students

as recommended. The test was timed accurately taking 30 minutes

of actual working time. Fifty minutes, one regular class period,

was allowed to give ample time for directions and questions. The

suggested type of introduction to create interest and to motivate the

students was given along with the explanation that a similar test

would be given following the conclusion of the learning package since

the students were part of a research project.

Procedure for Giving Learning Package

Before the students began the learning package a short review

of design elements such as line, texture, shape, color, and space

was conducted The learning package was then given to the students

on May 9, 1974 to complete in whatever amount of time they needed,

with most students taking one and a half weeks to complete. All

resources were made available to the students without the students

having to ask for them. The writer as the teacher in this situation

tried to follow the guidelines for the teacher who wanted to develop
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the creative potential of her students as listed in the teacher section

of the learning package, Appendix C. The writer was available at

all times to give the students assistance in the form of making objec-

tives and learning experiences clearer and checking completed work

when indicated in the learning package In no way did the writer

attempt to mold the student into giving a certain answer or using a

specific mode of expression.

Procedure for Analyzing Results of Torrance
Tests of Creative Thinking

These tests are analyzed adhering strictly to specific directions

and illustrations in the Directions Manual and Scoring Guide. Goldman

(1964) stated that scoring by unskilled scorers or scorers with little

training was quite possible since the tests in most cases were easily

scored after familiarization with the Directions Manual and Scoring

Guide accompanying the tests. This was in direct contradiction to

the writer's discovery in attempts to score Figural Forms A and B

of these tests. The writer chose to have the tests scored by Georgia

Studies of Creative Behavior which is managed by E. Paul Torrance

Each of the three tasks or activities in both Figural Forms A

and B were scored for originality and elaboration. The last two

activities, picture completion and circles or parallel lines activities

were scored for fluency and flexibility also These four scores were
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then totaled on each test.

After the scores on Figural Forms A and B were recorded for

each student in both the pre and post test situation, the writer had

a series of scores of differences in the four areas mentioned earlier,

fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration. The writer, along

with the help of a statistical expert, decided to use a paired t test to

compare these results. To do this, the assumption was made that

Figural Forms A and B were equivalent. Test scores were converted

to T scores for compariosn, a number indicative of placement on the

normal curve with a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of ten

(Torrance, 1966c) A t test was used to measure the effect of the

learning package on the student's creativity.

Analyzing Results of Learning Package Post Test

After the subject matter post test was graded mean scores for

the total test as well as for the content sections were computed.
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CHAPTER IV

EVALUATION OF THE LEARNING PACKAGE

Before beginning the discussion of the results of the evaluation

it is important to remember that the behavioral objectives in the learn-

ing package were written with the characteristics of the creative per-

son in mind. As established in the procedure for developing the

learning package, each behavioral objective needed to enhance the

development of two of the five main categories of characteristics of

the creative person. Likewise, the learning experiences were devel-

oped using the list of guidelines for developing learning experiences

to develop creativity in students Each learning experience needed

to utilize at least one of the ideas in two out of seven categories as

presented on the list of guidelines to develop learning experiences

Twenty-seven home economics teachers participated in evaluating

the learning package.

In the following discussion only those items with a mean rating

of less than 3.5 will be discussed. All of the items with a mean

rating above 3.5 were automatically included in the package Com-

plete mean ratings for the entire questionnaire can be found in

Appendix I, Tables II - Emphasis, III - Balance, IV - Rhythm, V -

Proportion, and VI Harmony.
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Results on Emphasis

Behavioral Objective 1 should help students achieve a general-

ization that is very necessary to the understanding of emphasis.

Emphasis

Behavioral Objective 1: You will be able to cleterrnne through
exploration and invest;g.3.tion that the
most important object should be empha-
sized while the background is the least
important. The criterion for evaluation
will be a completed self-evaluated idea
sheet

The characteristics that were hoped would be achieved by

behavioral objective 1 were perhaps the most questionable as shown

in Table 1.

Table 1. Ratings for Characteristics of the Creative Person in
Emphasis, Behavioral Objective 1

Characteristics of a Creative Person

A. brings out a student' s curiosity
B. brings out a student's critical judgment
C develops a student's sense of awareness to

things around him
D enables a student to interact with the world

Mean
Rating

3. 3
3. 4

3. 5
2. 8

If the items were omitted that received the questionable scores, the

objective would not have satisfied two out of five characteristics of

the creative person In the writer's opinion, even if the behavioral

objective does not foster the development of creative potential, the
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learning experiences following, that carry out the objective do

develop creative potential. The scorers have rated these learning

experiences above 3.5.

In this, as well as in other items on the questionnaire, the

scorers seemed to have difficulty in interpreting the phrase, interact

with the world. The writer sees the phrase as using the world in

many ways in the learning process, and not just in the physical or

"hands on" sense. A poll of five home economics teachers taken by

the writer coincided with this decision also. For these reasons the

writer justified the inclusion of this behavioral objective in the learn-

ing package. Complete mean ratings for the emphasis section of the

questionnaire can be found in Appendix I, Table II.

Results on Balance

Learning experience 1 and its behavioral objective were written

to help a student acquire factual information before actually working

with balance.

Balance

Behavioral Objective 1: You will be able to define and demonstrate
formal and informal balance. The criterion
for evaluation will be an illustration of
formal and informal balance.

Learning Experience 1: Using the self-checklist for formai and in-
formal balance, Idea Sheet #10, compile the
given information and write a definition for
formal and informal balance.
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The student needs background information before he can accurately

judge the affectiveness, demonstrate, or do anything more with

balance.

The scorers did not agree with the writer that learning experi-

ence 1 is life-related, Table 2.

Table 2. Ratings for Guides for Developing Learning Experiences
in Balance, Learning Experience 1

Guides for Developing Learning Experience

A. is life-related
B. encourages a student to manipulate media
C. permits time to think and to contemplate
D encourages the creative thought process of

association
E. enables a student to understand the relationship

between ideas

Mean
Rating

3. 4
3.6
4.0

4. 2

3.8

The writer believes that this learning experience is life-related

because balance itself is. Many of the actual examples that the stu-

dent would find are from nature which is certainly life-related.

Balance is used in real life whether it is used consciously or uncon-

sciously If this item were omitted from the questionnaire, the

learning experience would still qualify for the learning package

For these reasons, the writer justified the inclusion of this learning

experience in the package. Complete mean ratings for the balance

section of the learning package can be found in Appendix I, Table III.
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Results on Rhythm

The writer intended that one using the second objective in

the rhythm section would draw line movements from realistic

examples.

Rhythm
Behavioral Objective 2: You will be able to experiment with rhythm

by creating fast and slow line movements
The criteria for evaluation will be completed
drawings of rhythm creating fast and slow
line movements and the completion of Idea
Sheet #13

The scorers felt that the objective did not permit the students to

interact with the world enough to be rated over 3.5 as shown in

Table 3.

Table 3 Ratings for Characteristics of the Creative Person in
Rhythm, Behavioral Objective 2

Characteristics of a Creative Person Mean
Rating

A. utilizes the student's enjoyment of novelty 3-6
B. enables a student to utilize his sense of awareness 3. 5
C enables a student to interact with the world 3. 3

D enables a student to exhibit imagination 3.9
E. urges a student to express himself 3. 6
F. helps a student see things in a new light 4. 0
G. enables a student to use vivid imagery 3. 6

H. enables a student to use his abstracting ability 3. 7

Because of the scorer's ratings, the writer added several more real-

life examples from which to draw line movements. Here, again, it

was evident that there was some confusion concerning the meaning of
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the phrase, interact with the world. The writer believes some of

the scorers felt there must be physical action to be able to rate a

high score on this item. This criterion for physical action was not

the writer's intention. Even if this creative characteristic were

omitted from the questionnaire, the behavioral objective would still

be qualified to remain in the learning package. The behavioral objec-

tive as rated by the scorers still enhances the development of two of

the five main categories of characteristics of the creative person.

In conclusion, the writer revised one of the learning experiences

that carries out this objective. It was not necessary to justify this

behavioral objective. It was retained in the learning package because

it still met the criteria Complete mean ratings for the rhythm section

of the learning package can be found in Appendix I, Table IV.

Results on Proportion

Behavioral Objective 1

Behavioral objective 1 in the proportion section of the learning

package was designed to help a student find out what proportion is and

to observe it.

Proportion
Behavioral Objective 1: You will be able to observe and record

examples of proportion in your environment
using a definition and the self-checklist for
proportion as a basis. The criterion for
evaluation will be sketches of the examples
of proportion found.
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The scorers felt the creative characteristics of desiring some facts

and using critical judgment in selection were not sufficiently used in

this objective, Table 4. They rated them at less than 3.5.

Table 4. Ratings for Characteristics of a Creative Person in
Proportion, Behavioral Objective 1

Characteristics of a Creative Person Mean
Rating

A. enables a student to see things in a new light 3.8
B. enables a student to use critical judgment in

selection 3. 3
C. uses a student's sense of awareness to things

around him 4. 1
D. takes advantage of a student s desire for some

facts 3. 0

The checklist on proportion, in the writer's opinion, does give the

student factual information needed to further work with proportion.

Because of the checklist, the student has some definite facts on

which co base his judgment of whether his example is proper or

improper proportion. For this reason, the writer believes the student

does utilize critical judgment. Perhaps the scorers were not marking

how much the creative characteristic was brought out and used in the

behavioral objective, but how creative the characteristic was The

writer believed this behavioral objective was still justified to be in

the package. It was also still qualified by using two of the seven

categories for developing learning experiences.
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Learning Experience 1

Learning experience 1 in the proportion section was designed

to carry out behavioral objective 1.

Proportion
Learning Experience 1: Find as many examples of different types

of windows as you can. Sketch them on a
separate piece of paper and analyze them
using Idea Sheet #17.

As shown on Table 5, the scorers did not believe the learning experi-

ence encouraged students to manipulate media.

Table 5. Ratings for Guides for Developing Learning Experiences
in Proportion, Learning Experience 1

Guides for Developing Learning Experiences Mean
Rating

A. encourages a student to manipulate media 3. 2
B. is life-related 3.8
C. makes a student more sensitive to environmental

stimuli 4. 0
D. fosters perceptive awareness 4. 3
E. encourages the creative thought process of

association 3. 4

Perhaps the learning experience does not allow a student to

manipulate media if manipulate means to work with media using the

hands. Perhaps the proper term here would be to analyze media. The

learning experience would still justify inclusion in the learning pack-

age if this item were omited from the questionnaire since the learning

experience would still meet the criteria of satisfying two of the seven
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main categories of guidelines for developing learning experiences to

develop creative potential.

Learning Experience 2

Behavioral objective 1 was also to be fulfilled by learning

experience 2.

Proportion
Learning Experience 2: Find as many examples of sets of drawers

as you can. Sketch them on a separate piece
of paper and analyze them using the self-
checklist on proportion, Idea Sheet #17.

The scorers again rated manipulating media low, Table 6.

Table 6. Ratings for Guides for Developing Learning Experiences
in Proportion, Learning Experience 2

Guides for Developing Learning Experiences Mean
Rating

A. encourages a student to manipulate media 3.2
B. is life-related 3.9
C makes a student more sensitive to environmental

stimuli 4.0
D. fosters perceptive awareness 4.1
E encourages the creative thought process of

as sociation 3.3

Perhaps, again, the scorers and the writer differed on the meaning

of the phrase, to manipulate media. The learning experience does

not give a student the chance to touch and mold media with his hands,

but it does give him the chance to use it in his thought processes

instead of working with plain facts.
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The scorers also believed the learning experience did not allow

the student to use the creative thought process of association. The

writer believes the student is able to use the process of association.

However, if both this item and the item concerning manipulating media

were omitted from the questionnaire, the learning experience would

still be eligible for inclusion in the package.

A comment made by one of the scorers indicated the reason this

scorer had marked all of her ratings at the two level. This person

stated that using sets of drawers in this learning experience was not

very interesting. Therefore, the writer changed the learning experi-

ence to read, "find as many examples of flower arrangements or sets

of drawers The writer felt that to use these two examples

would be a help for the student doing the package since proportion

can easily be seen in the examples.

Therefore, the learning experience was revised and retained

in the learning package. Complete mean ratings for the proportion

section of the learning package can be found in Appendix I, Table V.

Results on Harmony

Learning experience 3 like all the others in the harmony section

draws on the student's accumulated knowledge from the other four

individual package sections.
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Harmony
Behavioral Objective 2: Evaluate the illustration of harmony devel-

oped in objective 1 by completing Idea Sheet
#20. The criterion for evaluation will be
the completion of Idea Sheet #20.

Learning Experience 3: Evaluate the illustration of harmony from
objective 1 by completing Idea Sheet #20.

Here the scorers rated at 3.4 the item concerning questioning, Table 7.

Table 7. Ratings for Guides for Developing Learning Experiences in
Harmony, Learning Experience 3

Guides for Developing Learning Experiences Mean
Rating

A. encourages the acquisition of knowledge in a
variety of areas 3.9

B. gives the student freedom to fail 3. 5
C. fosters habits of constructive criticism in the

student 3. 7
D provides for questioning 3.4
E enables a student to see relationships between

ideas 4. 0

The writer believed that questioning would be invited with the

use of Idea Sheet #20 which asks the student to analyze his illustra-

tion of harmony. If the item concerning questioning were omitted

from the questionnaire, the learning experience would still be quali-

fied for the learning package. The learning experience still meets

the criterion of satisfying two of the seven main categories of guide-

lines to develop learning experiences to develop creative potential.

Therefore, it was retained in the package. Complete mean ratings

for the harmony section of the learning package can be found in
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Summary
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All of the behavioral objectives except Emphasis, behavioral

objective 1 met the writer's criteria for inclusion in the package,

using at least two of the five main categories of characteristics of the

creative person. Emphasis, behavioral objective 1 was justified by

the writer and still included in the package

All of the learning experiences met the writer's criteria for

inclusion in the package. The learning experiences utilize at least

two of the seven main categories of guidelines for developing learning

experiences to develop creative potential.

Miscellaneous Comments and Decisions
Concerning the Learning Package

A few scorers recorded other significant ideas on the question-

naire besides their ratings. There were some comments that led the

writer to believe there was confusion about meanings of some words

and phrases as listed in the preceding analysis. One scorer indicated

confusion in how to rate the items that were worded, "takes advantage

of a student's " . This scorer later re-marked her question-

naire.

Some very positive comments about the package were also
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included such as " gives students more insight into their studies

and their thoughts . . . v very unique and stimulating . . .

"unique approach ", and "No student should feel limited in her

mode of expression."

Several other decisions were made concerning the learning

package that were not based on the results of the questionnaire. The

writer decided to omit the statements concerning criterion for evalua-

tion in the behavioral objectives since the same idea is stated in each

learning experience. It was felt that the objectives were too long and

that the word criterion might not be suitable for the age level of stu-

dents using this package. Therefore, the criterion for evaluation is

stated in similar terms in each learning experience

Also, throughout the package some of the statements directing

the student to turn in certain completed sections to the teacher have

been omitted since the student was instructed at the beginning of the

package to turn in the completed package and any additional pages

used to complete the package when he is done. Some actual illustra-

tions and arrangements of objects need to be checked before the com-

pletion of the package and have been identified accordingly.

Attention was drawn to Design Problem #1 in the balance section

by one of the scorer's comments. The scorer indicated that she could

not balance the objects on the chest formally Since the writer

intended that this could be done, the wording in the directions was
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changed.

The writer also felt that maybe there were other words or

phrases that the students using this package might not understand

Therefore, the writer had one high school student read the package

and circle any words or phrases not understood.

Comments made by this student as well as comments made by

scorers and the writer's own observation prompted the changing of

wording in behavioral objective 2 and learning experiences 3, 4, and

5 in the harmony section. Some confusion was created when the

writer referred to illustrations completed in fulfilling objective I.

It seems clearer to refer to the illustrations by listing learning

experiences of which they are a part Therefore, the writer changed

the wording from "objective 1" to "learning experience 1 or 2" For

the same reason, the wording in learning experience 6 was changed

from "behavioral objective 4" to "learning experience 7"
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of Learning Package Pre and Post Test

All 12 students were given the opportunity to take the package

pretest if they wished to challenge the subject matter of the learning

package No student chose to do so.

After the completion of the package each of the 11 students

remaining was asked to complete the package post test. All did so.

This test was apparently very difficult for the students as indicated

by Table 8.

Table 8 Means of Learning Package Post Test Scores

Content Sections Number of
Questions

Mean
Score

Emphasis 6 2

Balance 3 9

Rhythm 6 2.1

Proportion 4 1

Harmony 1 27

Total 17* 5.5

*Some questions relate to more than one category and have only
been counted once

The mean scores for each package section as well as the mean

total score were all quite low. All of the mean scores indicated that
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50 percent or more of the answers for any one particular section

were incorrect. Thus, the mean cumulative score for correct

answers was only 5. 5 out of 17.

The writer feels, based on student reactions and her own obser-

vations, that various suggestions would improve this instrument and

its administration. First, to give the student a less frustrated state

of mind, he should be told that the test is a "judgment" test, one of

the hardest types of tests on which to score 100 percent. Secondly,

the teacher should clarify some of the pictures which seem to be most

easily misunderstood; specifically, pictures two, seven, nine, and

thirteen. In some cases the student was looking at the shape of the

reproduced pictures instead of the objects in them. Quite often he

would also be concentrating on the wrong objects in the picture. Per-

haps, the test would be greatly facilitated if it were in color.

The Learning Package in the Classroom

Adjustment to the Learning Package

The students exhibited much confusion as they started the

learning package even though the writer had explained to them what

a learning package was and how to use it Perhaps it would have

been helpful to have the students as a group work through a sample

lesson to further acquaint them with this new way of learning This
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would also insure that the students would read the written directions

included in the package.

The choices of learning experiences offered to the students

indicated by writing "OR" between them proved to be most confusing.

Here again, the writer believes that by working through a sample

lesson before the students start working on their own packages would

alleviate some of this problem.

Emphasis

Many students seemed to be extremely frustrated as they

worked on this section. Several students indicated that the learning

experiences were too open ended.

The writer believes that there are several possible reasons

that would help explain the students initial reaction to this section.

Probably part of the initial confusion and frustration was caused by

the newness of the learning concept. Not one of these students had

previously used a learning package. It is also possible that this

section was more difficult than the other four sections Perhaps it

would be better to place one of the more easily understood sections

at the beginning of the package instead of the emphasis section.
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Balance

This section seemed to create little confusion. The students

now began to indicate that the package was a lot of fun and very

interesting. They also indicated that this section was much clearer

than the emphasis section. Perhaps this was the reason the section

was completed more quickly by the students.

The writer firmly believes that the use of media such as craft

supplies, magazines, etc. helped stimulate student interest and

create a relaxed environment. It seemed that after the students

began to use the provided media they really began to enjoy the pack-

age.

Learning experience one in the balance section caused consid-

erable confusion. The students were asked to refer to Idea Sheet #10

and to write a definition for balance Idea Sheet #10 was designed to

serve several purposes. It is actually a form to be used primarily

in analyzing illustrations of balance. The students could not under-

stand how to formulate a definition from the various points listed

on the Idea Sheet Per haps it would be easier to have the students

select a suitable definition from the dictionary.

Rhythm

This section was most enlightening to the students The student

reaction to this section was excellent. Many comments were made
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concerning the variety of interesting, unusual, and enjoyable activi-

ties.

Proportion. Harmony

The students at all times were told to work at their own pace

Thus, by now it was quite obvious that the students were working at

different speeds The writer noticed that as some began to finish

the package, other students began to work faster, perhaps as a result

of peer pressure. There was no pressure exerted by the teacher at

any time for package completion in a specified amount of time.

Summary

One of the writer's goals during the administration of the pack-

age was to keep a positive, non-threatening, and enjoyable atmos-

phere in the classroom at all times. The writer believes that this

goal was accomplished as best as could be expected. Because of

this fact, the nature of the package itself, and verbalized student

comments, the writer feels that most of the students thoroughly

enjoyed the package.

Analysis of Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking

After raw scores were obtained from each student on both the

pre and the post test, Figural Forms A and B of Torrance Tests of
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Creative Thinking (Appendix H), statistical analysis began Twelve

students took the pretest, but only 11 students took the post test. The

scoring center converted the raw scores into T scores for comparison,

a number indicative of placement on the normal curve with a mean of

50 and a standard deviation of ten (Torrance, 1966c).

A statistical expert, using a t test, first checked to see whether

there was a significant difference between the group which was given

Figural Form A followed by Figural Form B, and the group which was

given Figural Form B followed by Figural Form A. There was no

statistically significant difference between the two sequences.

Consequently the data were combined and analyzed using a t

test to see whether or not the gain in score was significantly greater

than zero for each of the four tests as shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Mean Gain in Scores between Pretest and Post Test on
Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, Figural Form A
and Figural Form B

Sequence Fluency Flexibility Originality Elaboration

AB
B A

Mean

5.40

13.67

9.91**

8. 20

17.50

13.27**

18.80

8.33

13. 09**

1.60

14. 33

8. 54

**Significant at the 01 level of probability

This analysis showed that the gain in score for fluency, flexi-

bility and originality was significant at the 1 percent level. Gain in
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score for elaboration was not significant. Therefore, the learning

package did develop creativity in the areas of fluency, flexibility,

and originality. The learning package did enable the students in the

sample to produce in a variety of ways (flexibility), a large number

of ideas (fluency), that are away from the obvious, commonplace, or

established (originality) (Torrance, 1966c)

Reasons why the mean score was low for elaboration, the

subject's ability to develop, embellish, or carry out ideas (Torrance,

1966c\, are vague. Perhaps the sample was not large enough to indi-

cate a significant result. Perhaps the teacher herself had a negative

effect on the elaboration score in the way in which she administered

and helped in the completion of the learning package. Another possi-

bility might be that the learning package just did not stimulate the

development of elaboration to a significant degree regardless of other

variables. Other variables that could have affected the results either

positively or negatively are the mental, physical, and emotional states

of each student at the time of the learning experience. Perhaps the

students just did not take the time during the completion of the learn-

ing package to develop elaboration skills.

Torrance (1966c) suggests that delinquents and school dropouts

seem to be characterized by low elaboration scores. However, these

girls were not school dropouts and were not characterized as delin-

quents by school counselors.
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Conclusions

Results indicate that even though the students in the sample

scored poorly on the learning package subject matter post test, they

did develop creativity in the areas of fluency, flexibility, and origi-

nality as evidenced by the results of Figural Forms A and B of

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking One needs to recall that the

purpose of the learning package was not acquisition of subject matter

information, but development of creativity.

Because of the nature of creativity as well as characteristics

of the creative person and guidelines that should be followed in its

development, the writer was not able to give some types of assistance

to students while they were working on the package. The writer feels

that if this help had been given, the scores would have been higher on

the subject matter post test. However, this action might have lowered

the post test scores on the Figural Forms of Torrance Tests

Students frequently asked the writer to give opinions about

answers and illustrations or to evaluate them As far as development

of creativity is concerned, to help in these situations would have been

a mistake even though to have given some aid would have helped the

students comprehend the subject matter a little better The list of

guidelines for teachers who wish to develop the creative potential

of their students warns against imposing adult standards and comparing
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a student's work with standards beyond his level. This list also

indicates that teachers need to refrain from domination and wait

patiently for the student to develop skill. The student needs to be

encouraged to use his thinking ability, a characteristic of a creative

person. Creative learning experiences are often challenges

Students were often observed by the writer doing extra things

that were not specified in the learning experience such as illustrating

examples in detail using craft supplies The writer could have

directed the students to the next learning experience or have told

them that beautifying the illustrations was not necessary. Indeed,

this beautifying practice was not necessary in order to comprehend

the subject matter. However, here again, in the best interests of

creative development, the writer did not interfere Once again, the

list of guidelines for teachers who wish to develop the creative poten-

tial of their students specifies that the teacher needs to refrain from

domination. Students need to be encouraged to illustrate, dramatize,

and to try new ideas, characteristics of the creative person. A cre-

ative person often exhibits inspiration, self-direction and individuality.

The list of guides for developing creative learning experiences reveals

that a creative learning experience often encourages manipulation of

media and self-initiation A creative learning experience should also

allow the student time to contemplate a situation.

The importance of the teacher in this learning experience seems
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to be quite obvious. An environment conducive to the development

of creativity must be maintained in the classroom if the teacher is

really trying to foster creative development. To do this a teacher

must be familiar with the nature of creativity, the characteristics

of the creative person, characteristics of creative learning experi-

ences, and guidelines that should be followed by the teacher to facili-

tate development of creativity. Not only must the teacher be familiar

with this information, but she should be able to "use" the information

in her teaching.

Questions Stimulated by the Research

The results of this study seemed to create a number of un-

answered questions that are worthy of further investigation. Some

of these questions are listed here

(1) Would the mean gain of scores between the pre and post test

retain the high level of significance for fluency, flexibility,

and originality if one definitely attempted to help the students

in the acquisition of subject matter?

(2) Would this learning package increase the creativity of boys?

(3) What could be incorporated into the package to increase

elaboration skill and, consequently, to increase the mean

gain of the elaboration score?

(4) Would elaboration scores have been higher on the post test
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if some of the students had not rushed to complete the package

at the end of the experience?

(5) Would the high mean gain for fluency, flexibility, and originality

have been maintained if a teacher unfamiliar with the nature of

creativity, the creative person and guidelines to follow in its

development had administered the learning package to the stu-

dents ?

(6) If the package had been centered around a different subject area

that was, perhaps, not as abstract as the design principles,

would there have been a difference in creative development?
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Characteristics of the Creative Person

Thinking Ability

1 Does the student see himself and things in a challenging new
light?

2 Does the student have vivid imagery?

3 Does the student exhibit fluency of ideas and problem sensi-
tivity?

4 Does the student have a redefinition skill, abstracting ability,
synthesizing ability, organizational ability and the capacity
for questioning?

5 Does the student have a good memory?

6 Does the student demonstrate reasoning power ?

7 Is the student curious?

8 Does the student usually have ready suggestions?

9 Does the student consider his own situational conditions as
realities, but also as challenges to his own formative thinking
and doing?

10 Does the student see interactions and relationships?

Il Is he discriminating ?

12 Does he think and plan ahead?

13 Does the student use critical judgment?

14 Is the student inspired?

Experimentation

1 Does the student have an urge to manipulate and "feel" form,
shape, and textures?
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2. Does the student have an urge to dramatize or illustrate
experiences?

3 Does the student enjoy pace changes, routine bucking, and
novelty?

4 Does the student aspire to try out new ideas or to put forward
in a new course of acting?

5 Does the student "do" something about his ideas--expects to
learn by doing?

6 Does the student avoid "ready made know how" or patterns to
which he can conform?

7 Does the student try new ways for old by substituting, reversing,
subtracting, modifying, adding, and by adapting?

8 Does the student examine data with an unstructured look?

9 Does the student have a willingness to take long range risks?

10 Is the student inventive?

Concentration

1. Does the student have the ability to concentrate?

2 Is the student deeply involved, devoted, and determined?

Relationships with People

1 Does the student have the capacity to tolerate tension that
strong opposing values create in him?

2 Does the student effect some reconciliation of opposing values?

3 Does the student value accurate observations?

4 Is the student responsive to value combinations and conflicts?

5 Does the student exhibit a sense of awareness to things around
him?
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6. Does the student interact with the world? Are his interests
wide?

7. Does the student tend to be unsociable at times?

8. Does the student have a sense of personal identity?

Personality Traits of the Creative Person

1. Is the student flexible?

2. Is the student desirous of facts?

3. Does the student exhibit responsibility?

4. Does the student exhibit freedom from responsibility at times?

5. Is the student independent?

6. Is the student dependent at times?

7. Does the student need to find a subtle ordering principle?

8. Does the student exhibit a tolerance for chaos?

9. Does the student need recognition and achievement?

10. Is the student self-directive?

11. Does the student exhibit spontaneity?

12. Does the student exhibit individuality, originality, and imagina-
tion?

13. Does the student display initiative?

14. Is the student courageous?

15. Does the student demonstrate resilience?

16. Can the student express himself freely?

17. Is the student clever?
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18. Does the student have the ability to find open channels if others
are blocked?

19. Does the student display confidence?

20. Is the student enthusiastic, industrious, and ambitious?

21. Is the student spirited in disagreements with the teacher at
times ?

22. Does the student have an urge to express himself?

23. Is the student at times nonconforming to the group?

24. Is the student reliable?

25. Is the student capable?

26. Is the student conscientious?

27. Is the student assertive and perservering?

28. Does the student impose certain limitations on himself? Does
he display discipline and self-control?

29. Does the student have the ability to laugh, to play, and to have
fun?
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Guidelines for Developing Learning Experiences to
Develop Creative Potential

To develop the creative potential of students, teachers should use
learning experiences which in e e t the following qualifications:

Types of Learning Activities

1. Was the learning experience an exploratory experience?

2. Did the learning experience provide for both active and quiet
periods ?

3. Were open ended learning experiences provided?

4. Did the learning experience provide freedom for exploration
and experimentation with a variety of media and materials?

5 Was the learning experience a situation with no pat answer ?

6. Was a choice in learning experiences given?

7. Were discovery methods used?

Characteristics of Learning Activities

1 Was the learning experience a challenge?

2. Was the learning experience life related?

3. Did the learning experience foster mature self-appraisal and
continuous evaluation?

4. Did the learning experience create problem awareness?

5 Did the learning experience encourage the acquisition of knowl-
edge in a variety of areas?

6. Did the learning experience cultivate sound value judgments on
which responsible self-direction and fulfillment depend?
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7. Did the learning experience motivate the student to "want to"
be creative?

8. Did the learning experience encourage the student to manipulate
media?

Development of Specific Characteristics of Students

1. Did the learning experience give the student faith in his own
potentialities ?

2. Did the learning experience give the student confidence and
freedom to break away from set patterns of action?

3. Did the learning experience give the student freedom to fail?

4. Did the learning experience show the student how to
utilize his errors?

5. Did the learning experience make the student more sensitive
and open to environmental stimuli?

6. Did the learning experience foster habits of constructive criti-
cism in the student?

7. Did the learning experience encourage the habit of working out
the implications of ideas?

8. Did the learning experience promote originality and encourage
spontaneous expression?

9. Did the learning experience provide for self-initiation?

Development of Critical Thinking

1. Did the learning experience permit time to think and to con-
template?

2. Did the learning experience foster vivid imagery?

3. Did the learning experience foster individuality of expression?
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4. Did the learning experience foster perceptive awareness?

5. Did the learning experience provide for questioning?

6. Did the learning experience tolerate new or divergent ideas ?

7. Did the learning experience bring out vague ideas ?

8. Did the learning experience encourage risk taking?

9. Did the learning experience encourage unusual variations of the
usual?

10. Did the learning experience provide for over-learning--satura-
tion with information, imagery, and meanings ?

11. Did the learning experience encourage creative thought processes
such as association, imagination, guessing, etc. ?

12. Did the learning experience provide for part or all of the four
phases of the creative act?

a. preparation - achieving
familiarity and becoming
absorbed in the problem.

b. incubation - problem dropped
for different reasons.

c illumination - inspiration and
fulfillment.

d revision - elaboration and
polishing

13. Did the learning experience enable the student to understand
relationships between ideas, materials, events, etc ?

Expectations of the Students

1. Were the learning experiences paced to the level of realistic
involvement and maturing aspirations?
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Evaluation of Students

1 Were the evaluations based on student and teacher set goals
which were cooperatively agreed upon and cooperatively
evaluated?

2 Were the evaluations of many different kinds--not just exams?

Atmosphere for Learning Experiences

1 Was the atmosphere warm and friendly where regimented
routines did not take priority over human values?

2 Was the atmosphere non-threatening?

3 Was the atmosphere free from pressure?

4 Did the atmosphere allow some permissiveness but still have
some structure ?

5 Did the atmosphere have a non-authoritarian air?

6 Did the atmosphere give freedom and privacy for developing
ideas ?

7 Did the learning experiences provide a change of pace for the
students ?
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Definition of Terms

1. Rationale - An introduction

2. Behavioral Objective - A goal, something to be achieved

3 Learning Experience - An activity done to fulfill an objective

4 Pretest - A test the student takes before the completion of the

learning package to determine what he knows about the

subject of the learning package

5 Post test - A test taken after the learning package is completed

to determine what the student learned

6 Component - An idea representing different sections of the

learning package
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ALL ABOARD! Come, join the idea train.

As you travel through these packages and try out

the activities, you will be exploring the five design

principles, emphasis, balance, rhythm, proportion,

and finally harmony. By using these principles

effectively, it is possible to make almost anything

more pleasing to the eye. As you work in these

packages, keep your mind clear ! Open your eyes!

Ideas are everywhere You might even see

something or learn something that you were

not really expecting!
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Purpose of the Pretest

Take the pretest before you begin the packa e If you score

100% on this test, you already know the information presented and

are not required to complete the package If you miss any questions,

you need to complete the package Your teacher will correct the

test for you.
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Directions: Carefully examine the phrases and pictures on pages
one, two, and three as well as the list of possible answers on
page four. Then, place answers from page four in the appropriate
spaces. There are more answers than blanks. Good Luck.

Emphasis creates
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2

1 0 .



12.

16.
The thickness of
vertical or horizon-
tal lines changes the
appearance of the
shirt. The change
in appearance is
caused by a change in

17.

124
3

13.

dirk%
NkIttfr

Unity is

15.
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Directions:

Examine this list of possible answers. Then place the letter
of the best answer in the appropriate place on page one, two, or
three. There is only one answer for each space.

A. Informal balance creating chatty conversational atmosphere.
B. Formal balance creating a chatty conversational atmosphere.
C. Harmony

D. Examples of good rhythm.

E. Illustrations of good proportion.

F. Fast directional line movement.
G. Picture illustrating all of these design principles:

a. informal balance
b. radiation
c. emphasis

H. Examples of poor rhythm.

I. Emphasis achieved through contrast and placement.

J. 2:3 ratio

K. Emphasis achieved through texture.

L. Slow directional line movement.

M. Proportion
N. Emphasis achieved through shape.

0. Importance

P. Scale

Q. Emphasis achieved through grouping.

R. Examples of Emphasis.

S. Taste

T. 2:4 ratio

U. Illustration of emphasis created by radiation.
V. Gradation and repetition

W. Formal balance creating a reserved or conservative atmosphere.
X. Informal balance creating a reserved or conservative atmosphere.
Y. Examples of poor proportion.

Z. Repetition of shapes or objects to create rhythm.
AA. Illustration of emphasis created by contrast.
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Student Instructions

Do all of the "Primary" learning experiences In some cases

you have been given a choice. If you wish to study further any

area in the package, do some of the "Additional" learning experi-

ences or "Quest Opportunities" that are provided throughout the

package

Your teacher will be available at all times to give you assis-

tance. All supplies that you should need have been provided. WORK

AT YOUR OWN PACE. When you are finished with the package, turn

the package and any additional paper you used in to your teacher.
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LESSON NUMBER I

Component: Emphasis

Generalization: Emphasis is the art principles that makes one point

of interest dominant over all others.

Behavioral Objectives: You will be able to:

I. Determine through investigation and exploration how emphasis

can be used to create importance. (what to emphasize)

2. Using the technique of brainstorming, think up as many ways as

you can to achieve emphasis through line, shape, space, tex-

ture, placement, grouping, color, and contrast. (how to

achieve emphasis) Brainstorming means to list quickly all

ideas that come to mind without first considering if the ideas

are good, bad, right, or wrong.

3 Modify, reorganize, or eliminate items to achieve emphasis.

(how much to emphasize)

4 Analyze one of the best ideas you thought of in learning experi-

ence four by planning and carrying out an original way to illus-

trate emphasis with any area of home economics as a basis
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LESSON NUMBER I

Learning Experiences:

Directions: Read through the list of suggested learning experiences.

Do all of the "Primary" learning experiences You are given a choice

of learning experiences in some cases. Complete one or two of the

"Additional" learning experiences if you so desire.

Primary Learning Experiences:

1 For three of the four illustrations, A, B, C, and D, discover how

emphasis can be used to create importance Decide whether the

background or the most important object receives the most

attention. Record your answers on Idea Sheet #1

(OR)

2 Observe and sketch on Idea Sheet #2 three objects in nature or

in your environment and indicate on Idea Sheet #1 what part of

the object is the most important and whether the background or

the most important object receives the most attention.

(OR)

3 Close your eyes and imagine a scene with the following items:

a a bright colored spot

b. a white background

c. several short gray lines

Illustrate the sene on Idea Sheet #3 using any available materials

Also, on Idea Sheet #3 record these answers: (1) What part of
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the scene is the most important? (2) Does the background or

the most important object receive the most attention?

4. Brainstorm alone or with a friend (Think up as many ideas as

possible and as fast as you can without regard as to whether the

ideas are good, bad, right, or wrong ) about ways to achieve

emphasis through line, shape, space, texture, placement,

grouping, color, and contrast. Refer to the explanation of

terms following the learning experiences in this lesson for

definitions of these words You will use one of your ideas

later.

5. Complete illustration E in this lesson Then, using illustration

E, modify, reorganize, or eliminate parts or all of it to achieve

emphasis. Construct a revised illustration on a separate piece

of paper. (You may cut out and use or trace and use the objects

on Idea Sheet #4 to help you construct your revised illustration.

(OR)

6. Arrange any three objects of your choosing to illustrate simpli-

city in emphasis. You may illustrate this arrangement on a

separate piece of paper or show the actual illustration to your

teacher.

7. Plan and carry out an original way to illustrate emphasis with

any area of home economics as a basis using one of your ideas

developed during your brainstorming activity, learning
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experience #4. Use real objects if possible Evaluate the illus-

tration with the self-checklist on emphasis (Idea Sheet #5) You

will use this illustration later Therefore, record the illustra-

tion by drawing, photographing, or by using other available

material.

Additional Learning Experiences:

1. Plan and construct a bulletin board to illustrate emphasis.

2. Make a written analysis of one page or less of how you use

emphasis in everyday living

3. Help someone else understand the concept of emphasis. Turn

in an outline of the suggestions you offered.

Explanation of Terms

1. line - a threadlike mark varying from very thin to wide expres-

sing a variety of movements and moods

2. shape - an outline or form resulting when two lines meet

3. texture - surface treatment that can be felt or seen

4. placement - the location or position of an object

5. grouping clustering objects together

6. contrast - a striking difference when two or more objects are

being compared such as the difference of white and black
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Directions: n t e spA,Les provided identify the illustration or sketch
you are usin tyn7 answer the questions in the spaces provided.

Illustration or Sketch:
1. What is the most important object?

2. Does the background or the most important object receive the
most attention?

Illustration or Sketch:

1. What is the most important object?

2. Does the background or the most important object receive the
most attention?

Illustration or Sketch:

1. What is the most important object?

2. Does the background or the most important object receive the
most attention?

Directions: Read the following statement. Fill in the blank with the
appropriate answer.

1. The usually receives the
most attention and the background receives the least.

4Darqo 4u-elaoduillsoul aann.smv



Sketch #1:

Sketch #2:

Sketch #3:

NAME

Emphasis
IDEA SHEET #2
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Directions: Read the following statement. Fill in the blank with the
appropriate answer.

1. The usually receives
the most attention and the background receives the least.

I.Dafcto i.upi...Toduli. i.sotu :jr



Illustration:

NAME

Emphasis
IDEA SHEET #3
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1. What is the most important object or thing?

2. Does the background or the most important object receive the
most attention?

Directions: Read the following statement. Fill in the blank with the
appropriate answer.
1. The usually receives the

most attention and the background receives the least.

parqo lsoul :HaNisNv
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Emphasis
Illustration A
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Emp has is

Illustration B
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Emphasis
Illustration C
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Emphasis
Illustration D
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Emphasis
Illustration E

Directions: Complete this illustration by marking in crayons, water
colors, magic markers, or other available supplies the spaces so
marked. THEN modify, reorganize, or eliminate parts or all
of it to achieve simplicity in emphasis. Construct a new illustration
on another paper. (You may cut out and use the objects on IDEA
SHEET #4. )
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Emphasis

IDEA SHEET #4

Directions: Complete these objects by marking in crayons, water
colors, magic markers, or other available supplies the spaces so
marked.



NAME

IDEA SHEET #5
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Self
Checklist for Emphasis

The following question will help you analyze your illustr ion of
emphasis. Place an X in the appropriate spaces.

In my illustration emphasis is created in one or more the lowing
ways:

a. by line

b. by space

c. by shape

d. by texture

e. by color

1. by contrast

g. by placement or grouping

Directions: Read the following checklist. Place an X in the approp-
riate space. You should be able to answer "yes" to all
of the questions if your illustration represents an ex-
ample of good emphasis.

In my illustration of emphasis:

1. The most important object is dominant or
attracts the most attention.

2. The background is the least important.

3. There is simplicity.

yes no
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LESSON NUMBER 2

Component: Balance

Generalization: Balance is the art principle that gives a feeling of

equal weight between two or more objects

Behavioral Objectives: You will be able to:

1. Define and demonstrate formal and informal balance.

2 Recognize different moods created by formal and informal

balance by collecting, comparing, and analyzing examples of

formal and informal balance in the environment

3 Solve one of two given design problems related to balance using

your knowledge and inventiveness
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LESSON NUMBER 2

Learning Experiences:

Directions: Read through the list of suggested learning experiences.

Do all of the "Primary" learning experiences You are given a choice

of learning experiences in some cases. Complete one or two of the

"Additional" learning experiences if you so desire

Primary Learning Experiences:

1. Using the self-checklist for formal and informal balance, Idea

Sheet #10, compile the given information and write a definition

for formal and for informal balance

2 Using your definitions of formal and informal balance, and the

seesaw or teeter-totter idea, illustrate formal and informal

balance on Idea Sheet #6

(OR)

3 Illustrate formal and informal balance on Idea Sheet #7 and #8

by tracing around, gluing, or modifying various objects in the

envelope of objects on Idea Sheet #7

(OR)

4 Choose several objects you can find available in your classroom,

from home, or from magazines. Arrange these objects to

illustrate formal and informal balance Evaluate the illustra-

tions yourself, using the self-checklist on Idea Sheet #10
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5. Collect or make illustrations of formal and informal balance

from your environment by cutting out and mounting magazine

or newspaper pictures, photographing, sketching, painting, or

coloring. Use materials and supplies that are available to you.

6. Identify the category into which your illustrations of formal and

informal balance seem to fit (1) These pictures create a sense

of rest and stability as well as a dignified and reserved mood.

Sometimes a sense of precision or exactness is also felt

(2) These pictures create a feeling of rest and repose and give

the impression of a conversational, chatty mood When you

have finished, complete Idea Sheet #9.

(OR)

7. With other students identify the category into which your illus-

trations of formal and informal balance seem to fit Use the

two categories identified in learning experience 6. When you

have finished, complete Idea Sheet #9.

8. Solve one of two given design problems, #1 and #2, using your

own inventiveness and knowledge. Evaluate the solution with

the self-checklist on balance, Idea Sheet #10.

(OR)

9. Select a design problem of your own choosing, solve it, and

evaluate it with the self-checklist, Idea Sheet #10, and write in

one page or less a summary of the problem and its solution to be
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turned in to the teacher.

Additional Learning Experiences:

1. Investigate the effect of color and size of objects in informal

balance by selecting three objects from your environment - a

large bright red object, a dark small object, and a tall object

and using them to illustrate informal balance Evaluate your

illustration of these objects using the self-checklist on informal

balance, Idea Sheet #10.

2. Arrange two illustrations of formal balance. In the first illus-

tration use two identical objects. In the second illustration use

two objects which are not alike but similar. Turn in or show

the actual arrangements to your teacher.



Balance
IDEA SHEET #6

Illustration of Balance
Using the

Seesaw Idea
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NOTE: The effect of different weights can be illustrated by using
a teeter-totter or seesaw. A board is placed on a base and
different weights or different attention-getting objects are
placed on each end of the board. These objects or weights
can balance or they may not balance.

DIRECTIONS: Using this as a starting point, illustrate formal and
informal balance using the seesaw concept.

FORMAL BALANCE:

INFORMAL BALANCE:



Balance

IDEA SHEET #7

Illustrations of Balance
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Directions: Illustrate formal and informal balance in the appropriate

spaces by tracing around, gluing, or modifying objects in the envelope

below.

FORMAL BALANCE:



Balance

IDEA SHEET #8

INFORMAL BALANCE:
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Balance
IDEA SHEET #9

Summary Generalizations
(Moods created by Balance)

Directions: Read the following statements carefully. Then, fill in
each blank with the appropriate word. When you are finished, check
your answers with those at the bottom of this page.

1.

2.

balance creates a feeling of rest and repose as well
as a dignified and reserved mood. Sometimes a
sense of precision is also felt.

balance creates a feeling of rest and repose and
gives the impression of a conversational, chatty
mood.

IPLI1.10JUI Z
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Balance

DESIGN PROBLEM #1

Directions: This is a drawing of a chest and common objects found
on a chest. The objects on the chest are arranged to illustrate poor
balance On a separate piece of paper redraw the chest and objects
on it to illustrate good balance You may use all of the objects,
some of them, or add others. You may also use formal or infor-
mal balance
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Balance
DESIGN PROBLEM #2

Directions: This is a drawing of a modern house. The arrangement
of the windows, the size of the windows, and the type of windows
illustrate poor balance. On a separate piece of paper redraw the
house and the windows to illustrate good balance. You may use all
of the windows, eliminate some of them, or add new ones. You may
also use either formal or informal balance.



NAME

IDEA SHEET #10

Self
Checklist for Balance

FORMAL BALANCE:

Directions: The following statement will help you analyze
examples of formal balance. Place an X in the appropriate
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This illustration:
a. shows identical weights or equal attractions the

same distance from the center of the illustration
b. has a sense of precision and a dignified mood.

c. has a feeling of rest and stability.

INFORMAL BALANCE:

Directions: The following statements will help you analyz
examples of informal balance. Place an X in the appropri te spaces.
1. In this example balance is created in one or more of le

spaces.

following ways:

a. by placing unequal weights at different dista ces
from the center.

b. by placing a heavier weight or greater attraction
closer to the center.

c. by placing a weaker attraction farther from the center.
d. by placing a large object in the front (foreground).
e. by placing a smaller object in the back (back round).
f. by placing bright colors near the center.
g. by placing duller colors farther from the center.

2. This illustration:
a. has a chatty, conversational mood.

b. has a feeling of rest and stability.
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LESSON NUMBER 3

Component: Rhythm

Generalization: Rhythm is the art principle that directs eye movement

in a path to express fast and slow movement.

Behavioral Objectives : You will be able to:

1. Determine that rhythm is moving or motion by contrasting a

plain surface with any surface illustrating rhythm

2. Experiment with rhythm by creating fast and slow line move-

ments

3. Using Idea Sheet #14 as a reference, (a) find objects that illus-

trate or, (b) arrange objects to achieve rhythm in two of the

following four ways: (1) through repetition, (2) radiation,

(3) continuous line movement, (4) or a sequence of size, tone,

or color.

4. Analyze your original illustration of how to achieve emphasis

in lesson number 1 to determine the relationship between

emphasis and rhythm.
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LESSON NUMBER 3

Learning Experiences:

Directions: Read through the list of suggested learning experiences.

Do all of the "Primary" learning experiences. You are given a choice

of learning experiences in some cases. Complete one or two of the

"Additional" learning experiences if you so desire

Primary Learning Experiences:

1. Determine that rhythm is directional by completing Idea Sheets

#11 and #12.

2 Select two records (one with a fast and one with a slow beat)

Using a pencil and a piece of paper, record the feeling of the

music in lines. Then complete the statement on Idea Sheet #13

(OR)

3 Using a pencil and a piece of paper, record in lines the beat or

feeling of: (1) slow breathing, (2) the ticking of a clock. Then

complete the statement on Idea Sheet #13

(OR)

4 Using a pencil and a piece of paper, record in lines: (1) the

movement of a snake or worm moving slowly in the grass

(2) the sound of a sewing machine. Then complete the state-

ment on Idea Sheet #13

(OR)
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5. Using a pencil and a piece of paper, record in lines: (1) the

movement of coffee perking, (2) water coming out of a water

sprinkler. Then, complete the statement on Idea Sheet #13.

(OR)

6. Using a pencil and a piece of paper, record in lines: (1) the

movement of smoke, (2) the movement of a flashing neon sign

Then, complete the statement on Idea Sheet #13.

(OR)

7. Using a pencil and a piece of paper, record in lines: (1) the

movement of a ticking clock, (2) the movement of clouds Then,

complete the statement on Idea Sheet #13.

(OR)

8. Using a pencil and a piece of paper, record in lines: (1) the

wings of a bird starting to fly, (2) the movement of a soft breeze

on water. Then, complete the statement on Idea Sheet #13

9. With various sizes and colors of any shapes made of felt illus-

trate on a flannel board two of the following four ways to achieve

rhythm: (1) through repetition, (2) radiation, (3) continuous line

movement, (4) or a sequence of size, tone, or color. You may

use Idea Sheet #14 as a reference When the arrangements are

completed, record on a separate sheet of paper a one paragraph

explanation describing how rhythm was achieved in each arrange-

ment. A simple diagram of the illustration would help also

(OR)
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10 Examine objects of nature to find examples of two of the follow-

ing four ways to achieve rhythm: (1) through repetition, (2) rad-

iation, (3) continuous line movement, (4) or a sequence of size,

tone, or color. You may use Idea Sheet #14 as a reference

Record on a separate sheet the names of the objects and a one

paragraph explanation describing how rhythm was achieved

11. Analyze your original illustration of how to achieve emphasis

in lesson number 1 to determine the relationship between

emphasis and rhythm by completing Idea Sheet #15 and #16

Additional Learning Experiences:

1 Find three pictures of rooms that seem to be pleasing Analyze

the effects of rhythm on the total appearance of the room.

Organize your conclusions in an oral report to be presented

to the teacher.

2 Create a collage with as many examples of rhythm as you feel

are adequate. A collage is a pleasing arrangement of pictures,

objects, drawings, etc



Rhythm

IDEA SHEET #11

Directions: All of these diagrams illustrate rhythm. Place an
X on each diagram to show what spot your eye seems to move
toward.

1 I C=1
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Rhythm
IDEA SHEET #12

Directions: Compare Box A with the diagrams on Idea Sheet #11.
By comparing Box A to these diagrams you will determine answers
for the following blanks. Fill in the blanks in the spaces provided.
When you have finished, check your answers with the answers at
the bottom of this page.

1. Rhythm

2. There is usually no rhythm on a

eye movement.

BOX A

surface.
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Rhythm
IDEA SHEET #13

Directions: Read the following statement. Fill in the blank with
the appropriate answer. Check your answer with the answer at the
bottom of this page.

1. Rhythm can create fast and also
impressions and movements.

MOTS °I
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Rhythm
IDEA SHEET #14

(Explanation of Terms)
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Note: On this page specific terms are explained that may help
you as you are trying to illustrate rhythm.

1. Repetition: when something is repeated over and over

2. Radiation: when the eye moves to a central point

0

3. Continuous line movement: a broken or s olid line going one or
more directions to create a flowing feeling

4. Sequence of size, tone, or color: a gradual progression from
one size, tone, or color to another

(Examples are: from large to small, from dark to light,
from dull to bright)
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Rhythm
IDEA SHEET #15

Directions: Use these questions to help you determine the relation-
ship between rhythm and emphasis in your illustration of emphasis.
Write brief answers to each question or place an X in the appropriate
space or spaces.

1. What is the center of interest in the illustration?

2. Emphasis is achieved by:

a. line
b. shape
c. space
d. texture
e. placement
f. grouping
g. color
h. contrast

3. Rhythm is achieved by:

a. repetition
b. radiation
c. continuous line movement
d. sequence of size, tone, or color

4. Toward what place in the illustration does rhythm direct
the eye?

Is this place the center of interest?

5. Is there any similarity between how rhythm was achieved
and how emphasis was achieved? What?

6. Does the rhythm of the illustration seem to accent the center
of interest?
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Rhythm
IDEA SHEET #16

Directions: Read the following statement. Fill in the blank with
the appropriate answer. Check your answer with the answer at the
bottom of this page.

1. Rhythm should lead toward or accent the

lsa.tawl jo aa;uao I
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LESSON NUMBER 4

Component: Proportion

Generalization: Proportion is the art principle which shows the

relationship of parts, spaces, or areas to one

another and to the whole.

Behavioral Objectives: You will be able to:

1 Observe your environment and record examples of proportion

using a definition and the self-checklist for proportion as a

basis.

2 Prepare an example illustrating how vertical and horizontal

lines can alter proportions

3 Modify examples of proportion to make them examples of good

proportion.
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LESSON NUMBER 4

Learning Experiences:

Directions: Read through the list of suggested learning experiences

Do all of the "Primary" learning experiences You are given a choice

of learning experiences in some cases Complete one or two of the

"Additional" learning experiences if you so desire

Primary Learning Experiences:

1. Find as many examples of different types of windows as you

can. Sketch them on a separate piece of paper and analyze

them using Idea Sheet #17.

(OR)

2. Find as many examples of flower arrangements or sets of

drawers as you can. Sketch them on a separate piece of paper

and analyze them using Idea Sheet #17.

(OR)

3. Find as many examples of proportion in clothing as you can.

Sketch the garments on a separate piece of paper and analyze

them using Idea Sheet #17. Show a total person or view.

Tracing is fine.

4. Complete Idea Sheet #18 to discover how vertical and horizontal

lines of different widths can alter proportions.

5. On Idea Sheet #19 modify examples of proportion to make them
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examples of good proportion using the self-checklist on propor-

tion, Idea Sheet #17, as reference

Additional Learning Experiences:

1. Find three illustrations of clothing being advertised Analyze

what ratio of proportion has been used in each illustration. In

one paragraph for each illustration state why you think this ratio

was used Does the use of the ratio create a pleasant, favor-

able impression for the advertisement?

2 Design a bulletin board illustrating the use of good proportion

in selecting appropriate clothing for two figure types: (1) short,

heavy, and (2) tall, thin.
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Proportion
IDEA SHEET #17

(C hecklist for Proportion)

Directions: The following statement will help you analyze examples
of proportion. Place an X in the appropriate spaces.

1. In this example:

a. There are an odd number of parts

b. There is a relationship of two parts to
three parts.

c. There is a relationship of three parts to
five parts.

OPTIONAL d. A horizontal line was used to add width.

OPTIONAL e. A vertical line was used to add height.



Proportion
IDEA SHEET #18

(Vertical and Horizontal Lines Alter Proportions)

Horizontal means

Vertical means

Directions:
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(1. ) Add a thin horizontal line to the piece of clothing
in drawing A.

(2. ) Add a thick horizontal line in the same place to
drawing B.

(3. ) Add a thin vertical line to the piece of clothing
in drawing C.

(4. ) Add a thick vertical line in the same place to
drawing D.

A B C

Directions: Follow the directions written above.

A B C D
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Proportion
IDEA SHEET #19

Directions: In the spaces provided revise the following examples
to illustrate good proportion. Use Idea Sheet #17 as a reference.

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

REVISION

REVISION
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LESSON NUMBER 5

Component: Harmony

Generalization: Harmony is the art principle which creates unity, a

single impression, or a single idea in the whole and

is achieved by integrating line and shape, size, tex-

ture, a unifying theme, and color

Behavioral Objectives: You will be able to:

1 Define harmony; and illustrate it by using at least two of the

following elements: (1) line and shape, (2) size, (3) texture,

(4) unifying theme, and (5) color.

2 Evaluate the illustration of harmony developed in learning exper-

ience 1 or 2 by completing Idea Sheet #20

3 Plan ways to revise an illustration of harmony to improve the

illustration as an example of harmony
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LESSON NUMBER 5

Learning Experiences:

Directions: Read through the list of suggested learning experiences.

Do all of the "Primary" learning experiences You are given a choice

of learning experiences in some cases. Complete one or two of the

"Additional" learning experiences if you so desire

Primary Learning Experiences:

1. Define harmony; and illustrate it using at least two of the follow-

ing elements and also two circles line and shape, size, tex-

ture, a unifying theme, and color. Make a drawing of the illus-

tration on a separate piece of paper. You will use this drawing

later.

(OR)

2. Define harmony; and illustrate it using at least two of the follow-

ing elements and also your initials: line and shape, size, tex-

ture, a unifying theme, and color. Make a drawing of the illus-

tration on a separate piece of paper You will use this drawing

later.

3. Evaluate the illustration of harmony from learning experience 1

or 2 by completing Idea Sheet #20.

4. Plan ways to revise your own illustration of harmony from learn-

ing experience 1 or 2 to improve it as an illustration of harmony.

Record your answers on a separate piece of paper
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(OR)

5. Plan ways to revise another student's illustration of harmony

from learning experience 1 or 2 to improve it as an illustration

of harmony. Record your answers on a separate piece of paper.

(OR)

6. Plan ways to revise your own illustration of emphasis from

lesson 1, learning experience 7, to improve it as an illustra-

tion of harmony Record your answers or your illustration on

a separate piece of paper You may illustrate your plan instead

of writing it if you wish.

Additional Learning Experiences:

1. Find a color illustration of a nature scene in a magazine List

many design elements or principles that you observe. Nature is

usually an excellent example of good harmony. Does your ex-

ample represent good harmony? Why or why not? Record your

answer in one paragraph or less on a separate piece of paper.

2. Write a one page or less discussion of what harmony or unity

means in one of the following areas: (1) English composition,

and (2) marriage or marital happiness.



Harmony
IDEA SHEET #20

(Checklist for Harmony
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A. Directions: The following statement will help you analyze
examples of harmony. Place an X in the appropriate spaces.

1. Harmony is achieved in this illustration by blending or
bringing together:

a. line and shape

b. size

c. texture

d. color

e. a central or unifying theme or idea (examples
are: formality, in .rmality, femininity,
masculinity)

B. Directions: Write one short paragraph explaining how the items
you checked in A were blended or brought together to achieve
harmony.
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QUEST OPPORTUNITIES

Directions: If you wish to investigate the art principles further, the

following suggestions may be of some help. Remember, these are

only suggestions. Discuss any further investigation on the art prin-

ciples with your teacher.

Learning Experiences:

1 Investigate the difference between scale - a design element and

proportion a design principle

2 Investigate the use and importance of all design principles in

advertising.

3 Explore the influence of color - a design element when illus-

trating design principles.

4 Select pictures of interiors that illustrate the use of design

principles - some good examples and others poor examples

Interview at least twenty-five people to determine: (1) how

many people can identify the good examples and, ( 2) how many

people can identify how the poor illustrations could be changed

into examples of the good use of design principles Tabulate

your results.
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Purpose of the Post Test

Take the post test after you have completed the learning package

By giving the post test your teacher can evaluate how much you learned

from completing the learning package You should be able to score

100% on this test after the completion of the package Let's see how

close you can come! When you are ready to take the test, turn in the

completed package to your teacher along with any additional papers

you used Your teacher will give you the post test.
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TEACHER SECTION OF THE LEARNING PACKAGE
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE TEACHER

Using this Format

TITLE: Travel with the Design Principles

TOPIC: Design Principles

USE: This package or the actual five packages could be used in either

a clothing selec,ion or interior design unit in a home economics

class Possibly, it could also be used in an art class

PERFORMANCE LEVEL: This package was designed for juniors and

seniors in high school.

IDENTIFICATION OF LEARNERS: The students using this package

should:

have previous knowledge of design elements (line, shape,

space, texture, color, scale, and pattern)

have reading ability

- be juniors or seniors in high school

- be willing to use this form of instruction

PURPOSE: The main purpose of this package is to develop creativity

using the design principles as a basis In the process the

package will help each student develop the ability to recognize

and create examples of the design principles.

INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH: As previously stated, this learning

package was designed to develop creativity in high school
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students The success of the package depends on how well the

teacher understands creativity and the manner in which the

learning package is administered Therefore, a list of guide-

lines for the teacher who wishes to develop the creative potential

of her students has been included and should be followed A

definition of creativity has also been included which should he

studied and thoroughly understood

Pre-preparation for Administering the Package

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Flannel Board

Record Player

Camera, Film, Flash Bulbs

SUPPLIES NEEDED:

Craft Supplies

paint brushes of various sizes

jars for rinsing dirty paint brushes

fabric scraps

India Ink

crayons

colored chalks

felt pens

glue

scissors
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colored cardboard scraps

toothpicks

construction paper of assorted colors

white construction paper

pencils

typing paper

notebook paper

felt scraps

yarn scraps

rulers

Real Objects

bright red object

dark small object

tall object

identical objects

similar objects

any other objects upon request

objects to use in illustrating balance

Construction paper objects in envelope illustrated in teacher

section of this package

Records illustrating fast and slow beats

Newspapers
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Magazines with examples of the following things: windows,

home scenes, and clothing.

Nature objects possibly the students could find their own if

outside was accessible.

OTHERS:

Teacher

Other students' work used for analysis problems

FACILITIES NEEDED: A pleasant comfortable room adequate in

size for the number of students using it is needed Physical

needs of the students need to be taken care of first

ATMOSPHERE NEEDED: A relaxed unrestrictive atmosphere is

needed The teacher should be available at all times to clarify

the package and to check parts of the package when indicated.

All supplies should be readily available without the student

having to ask for them No time limit should be set

Evaluation in the Package: Each student will be held account-

able for doing all of the "Primary" learning experiences The pre

and post test include only concepts from the "Primary" learning

experiences Included in the teacher section of this package is a

key for the pre and post test. Instructions have also been given to

enable the package to be split into five individual packages each with

its own pre and post test.
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The students have been instructed in the beginning of the package

that the completed package will be turned in along with any additional

papers when the package is finished

OUTLINE OF THE LEARNING PACKAGE

Statement of Ideas

A. Major Idea: Design Principles (Emphasis, Balance,

Proportion, Rhythm, and Harmony)

B. Components and Generalizations:

l Emphasis is the art principle that makes one point of

interest dominant over all others

2. Balance is the art principle that gives a feeling of equal

weight between two or more objects

3. Rhythm is the art principle that directs eye movement

in a path to express fast and slow movements

4. Proportion is the art principle which shows the relation-

ship of parts, spaces, or areas to one another and to

the whole.

5. Harmony is the art principle which creates unity, a

single idea, or a single impression in the whole.

Behavioral Objectives

A. Component #1 Emphasis Given a selection of suggested

learning experiences, the student will be able to:
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l Determine through investigation and exploration how

emphasis can be used to create importance (what

to emphasize)

2. Using the technique of brainstorming, think up as

many ways as you can to achieve emphasis through

line, shape, space, texture, placement, grouping,

color, and contrast (how to achieve emphasis)

Brainstorming means to list quickly all ideas that

come to mind without first considering if the ideas

are good, bad, right, or wrong

3. Modify, reorganize, or eliminate items to achieve

emphasis. (how much to emphasize)

4. Analyze one of the best ideas you thought of in learning

experience four by planning and carrying out an original

way to illustrate emphasis with any area of home eco-

nomics as a basis.

B. Component #2 Balance - Given a selection of suggested

learning experiences, the student will be able to:

1. Define and demonstrate formal and informal balance

2. Recognize different moods created by formal and by

informal balance by collecting, comparing, and an-

alyzing examples of formal and informal balance in

the environment
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3 Solve one of two given design problems related to

balance using his knowledge and inventiveness

C. Component #3 - Rhythm Given a selection of suggested

learning experiences, the student will be able to:

l Determine that rhythm is moving or motion by con-

trasting a plain surface with any surface illustrating

rhythm

2 Experiment with rhythm by creating fast and slow

line movements

3 Using Idea Sheet #14 as a reference (a) find objects

that illustrate or (b) arrange objects to achieve rhythm

in two of the following four ways: (1) through repeti-

tion, (2) radiation, (3) continuous line movement,

(4) or a sequence of size, tone, or color

4 Analyze his original illustration of how to achieve

emphasis in lesson number 1 to determine the relation-

ship between emphasis and rhythm.

D Component #4 Proportion Given a selection of suggested

learning experiences, the student will be able to:

l Observe the environment and record examples of

proportion using a definition and the self-checklist

for proportion as a basis
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2. Prepare an example illustrating how vertical and

horizontal lines can alter proportions.

3. Modify examples of proportion to make them examples

of good proportion.

E. Component #5 Harmony - Given a selection of suggested

learning experiences, the student will be able to:

I. Define harmony as well as to illustrate it using at

least two of the following elements: (1) line and

shape, (2) size, (3) texture, (4) unifying theme, and

(5) color.

2. Evaluate the illustration of harmony developed in

learning experience 1 or 2 by completing Idea Sheet

#20.

3. Plan ways to revise an illustration of harmony to

improve the illustration as an example of harmony.
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Guidelines for Teachers Who Wish to Develop
the Creative Potential of their Students

Be a teacher who:

l values creative thinking and gives information about the
creative process

2. creates a friendly environment

3. respects the individuals as developing personalities with dignity
and worth

4. makes a stand for mutual understanding

5. uses cooperative planning

6. refrains from domination, regimentation, stereotyping behavior
and sanctioning conformity

7. gives the student an outlook in which he sees himself moving
toward self-realization

8. stimulates, encourages, assists and recognizes the students'
contributions while keeping them working toward their goals

9. shows enthusiasm for the ideas of students

10. encourages and gives credit for self-initiated activities

11. makes resources available for working out ideas

12. avoids imposition of adult standards

13. refrains from negative comments, laughter at first attempts,
and comparisons with standards beyond the learner's level

14. gives aid in response to the needs and insights of the pupils
at the time

15. waits patiently for development of maturity and skill in her
students
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16. uses judgment as to the degree of competitiveness in the
classroom

17. is a good listener, open-minded to new ways and not afraid
of student's disagreements with her

Writer's Definition of Creativity

Creativity is a process of forming new or adapted ideas or

hypotheses, testing them, and communicating the results (Torrance,

1966c). Creativity as a process involves the person, the environment,

and a product



Pre and Post Test Key

1. L.

2. Y.

3. A

4. 0.

5. Q

6. V

7 G

8. Z

9. E

10. F

11. J
12. W.

13. I

14. U

15. AA.

16. M
17. C
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TEACHERS KEY FOR
PRE AND POST 'TEST

The student must score 100% in all the questions relating to
that package to be able to omit the package. The following is a listing
of the questions with answers and the package they relate to:

PACKAGE I
Emphasis

PACKAGE 2
Balance

PACKAGE 3
Rhythm

4. 0 3. A l L
5. Q 7. G 6. V
7. G 12. W 7. G
8. Z 10. F

14. U 13. I
15. AA 14. U

PACKAGE 4 PACKAGE 5
Proportion Harmony

2. Y 17. C
9. E

11 J
16. M
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Balance

Supplement

(IDEA SHEETS #7 and #8)

Note: In case the objects in the envelope for IDEA SHEETS #7 and
#8 are lost, they may be replaced using this supplement as a guide.
The objects are made out of heavy construction paper. The colors
and actual shapes are given below.

PURPLE

ORANGE

BRIGHT RED

ORANGE
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APPENDIX D
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May 14, 1971

Dear Home Economics Teacher:

Thank you for agreeing to complete my evaluative devices. They aredesigned to evaluate the behavioral objectives and learning experiencesof a learning package on the design principles. This learning packagehas been devised to develop the creative potential of high school students.

Accompanying this letter is a packet of evaluative devices and a packetof reference sheets. Due to the length of the learning package you havebeen asked to evaluate only part of the package. Please follow thedirections and complete the evaluative devices enclosed. When com-pleted, fold them in half, staple, and mail them. The mailing addressand stamp are already on the back of the last page. You may keep thereference sheets.

Your immediate attention to these evaluative devices will be greatlyappreciated. The due date for the evaluative device is

Sincerely,

Redacted for Privacy
Mrs. Melody A. Field
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Evaluative Device for Analyzing Behavioral Objectives
and

Learning Experiences Designed to Develop Creative Potential

Explanation: The behavioral objectives to be evaluated have been de-
veloped by using a list of the characteristics of the creative person.
Therefore, each behavioral goal will in some way help to bring out
specific characteristics of the creative person. The learning experi-
ences to be evaluated have been developed by using a list of guidelines
for developing the creative potentials of students.

Directions:

(1. ) Read through the directions.

(2. ) Place the packet containing the evaluative forms beside the packet
containing reference sheets. (These sheets may need to be con-
sulted to clarify behavioral objectives or learning experiences. )

*(3. ) Rate each behavioral objective and learning experience from one
to five by placing an X in the appropriate space according to how
well the learning experience or behavioral objective fulfills each
category listed.

*NOTE: It is necessary to relate some behavioral objectives to the
corresponding learning experiences to be able to rate them. There-
fore, the related learning experiences and behavioral objectives are
listed together.
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES LEARNING PACKAGE

Components:

(1.) Emphasis

(2. ) Balance

(3.) Rhythm

(4.) Proportion

(5.) Harmony

Generalizations:

(1. ) Emphasis is the art principle that makes one point of

interest dominant over all others.

(2.) Balance is the art principle that gives a feeling of equal

weight between two or more objects.

(3. ) Rhythm is the art principle that directs eye movement in

a path to express fast and slow movement.

(4. ) Proportion is the art principle which shows the relation-

ship of parts, spaces, or areas to one another and to the

whole.

(5. ) Harmony is the art principle which creates unity, a single

idea, or a single impression in the whole.
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Questionnaire - Emphasis Section



LESSOr NUMBER I: EMPHASIS
1

.
2 3

Sverige
4 5

excellentBehavioral Objective It You will be able to netermine through exploration
and investigation that the most important object
should he ernpilasirid while the liacl.gro,nd is the
least important. The criterion for evaluation will
be a completed and self-evaluated Idea Sheet.

A. brings out a student's curiosity

B. brirw,s out a student's critical judgment

C. develops a student's sense of awareness to things .round him

0. enables a student to interact with the world

I. earning Experiences: (1.) For three of the four iihstrationa. A, 6, C.
and (..), identify the most Important object
and whether the background or the most
important object receives the most .attention.
Record sour answers on Idea Sheer el.
Turn its khc idea Sheet PO your tea: her.

A. creates problem awareness

B. penults time to think and to cower. pate

C. loiters pe -ptiyc ass-areress

(2.) Observe and sitetcls en Idea Sheet #2 three
olsj cots in native or ;a ;our environment,
and indicate on Idea Sheet ril what past
of tire cl,Ject is the most important Inc!
whether the bae.ground or the most Important
object receives the most attention. Turn
In your sketches and the Idea Sheet to sour
teacher.

A. is open-ended

B. is life-related

C. Jevelous sensitiv:r to the environment

D. (cwt., perceptive awareness

E. pennies time to thie'r and 7o contemplate
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(3.) Close your eyes and imagine a scene with the
following items: a bright colored spot, a
white background, several short gray lines.
Illustrate the scene on Idea Sheet *3 using any
available materials. Also, on Idea Sheet #3
record what part of the scene is the most im-
portant and whether the background or the
most important object receives the most atten-
tion. Turn in Idea Sheet R3 to the teacher.

A. rovides freedom for e i rirnentation with a varier of media

i
puce

2 3

average
4 5

excellent

E. iss_pen-ended

C. has no pat answer

D. motivate, -a student to want to be creative

E. encourages a student to manipulate media

F. lost., vivid imagery

G. encourages imagination

Behavioral Objective 2: Yrw will he .hie to think of as many ways as yo..,
can through Ins estigat ion and exploration using
the technique of brainstorming how to stehie.,
emphasis through line, shape, space, tenturg,
placement, gauping, color, and contras:. The
trite ion for evatuataon will oe the use of one idea
in beaming experience number li.

A. helps a student see thirls in a challenging new light

B. develops fluency of ideas

C. develops a student's inventiveness

D. calls for a studeht's inspiratIon

F. takes advantage of ready, inunedilte suggestions

F. fosters vivid imagery

G. calls for a student's spontaneity, and imagination

li. helps a student express himself
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)earning F.sper,cnces (4.) Brainstorm alone or with a friend (third. 1

peat
2 3

overage
4 5

excellentof at many ideas as possible and as last as
you can without regard IS to whether the
ideas are "right" ones or not) about ways to
achieve emphasis through line, shape, space,
texture, placement. grouping, color, and
contrast.

sclpen-ended

B. has no pat answer

C. is an exploratory experience

Q,mosiyalsLaLudents to want to be crcative

E. gives a student freedom to fail (get a "wrong" idea)

F. gives a student a cl.ance to utilize errors

C,__pitzdtig; for scll-initiation

1-1. televt es new or divergent ideas

f. brings out vIgne ideas

17.:-.,,, tick t. ;.ig

IC encou,..7. unusual variatitms of the usil.

L. =rnicOtit.tge.; Imagin mien

M. encourages famil;.vily w;th the problem or subject

Behavioral Objective 3: You will be able to modify, reorganise, or
eliminate items to achieve simplicity in
emphasis. The criterion for evaluation will
be the illustration of simplicity in emphasis.

A. :ielps a student see things in n chills-W= new light.

B. develops a student's problem sensit,ity

C. enabl,s a student to try new ways for old by substituting, reversing,
subtracting, modifying, adding, ot by adapting,.

D. utilizes a student's inventiveness
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E: uttliaes a studentls aspirations to Sr., out new ideas
poor

. ..

average
..

excellent

F. encourages individuality, originality' and im,inarion

G. en .bleu a student to find open ch,trinels if Others arc Mocked

E. provides an opportunity for self -lir..ction

Learning Experiences: (5.) Complete Illustration E in this lesson. II

Then, wing illustration E., ninthly, re-
organiae, Or eliminate parts or all of it to
achieve simplicity in emphasis. Construct
a re,it,d illeastratinn on a separate piece of
paper. (You may Olt out and use or trace
and use the objects on. Idea Sheet 54 to help
you construct you' rcvLed llhatmil.m. )

49...-111:a.2.11-111.1)1gr.._

Si. se ..1,allenging

C. _rates problem awareness

D. encc,a4,:s A sto-",, to Plaltipuhte mrdi I

E. tmte, iadividuality

F. provides for question:rip

6 ) Arrange any three items of poor choosing
to illu,tste simplicity in emphasis.
Illustrate this arrangement on a separate
piece of paper or show the actual illustration
to your teacher.

A. is open-ended

H. a choice is given

C. encourages a student to manipulate media

D. foaters individuality at expression
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Behavioral Objective #4: Analyse one of the best ideas you thought of in ob- 1

poor
2 3

average
4 5

excellentjective 2 by planning and carrying out an original
way to illustrate emphasis with any area of home
economics as a basis. The criteria for evaluation
will be the illustration of emphasis and an evalu-
ation of the illustration by the self-checklist, Idea
Sheet MS. Also, the student will record the illus-
tration through drawing, photographing, or by using
other available media.

A. develops questioning

B. develops the need to think and to plan ahead

C. enables a student to try out new ideas

D. helps a student "do" something about his ideas

E. enables a student to use his Inventi.eness

F. develc. independence

G. develops individuality, originality, and imagination

Learoing Experience: (7.) Plan and carry out an original way to illus-
trate emphasis with any area of home
economics as a basis using one of volt ideas
develops,' during the brainstorming activity.
Use real objects it pos,ibie. Evaluate the
illustration with the self-checklist on fiT10,04
Idea Sheet MS. You will use this illustration
later. Therefore, record the illust.atiot. by
drawing, photographing, or by using other
available materials.

A. is open. ended

B. has no pat answer

C. encourages a student to manipulate media

D. encourages working out implications of ideas (from abstract to concrete)

E.,.....223motes Tainallry

F. pre,vities for self-initiiticm

G. forte-s individuality of expression

H. cue ,, ^ ages unusual. V/tlitions
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Questionnaire - Balance Section



LESSON NUMBER 2t BALANCE I
poor

2 3

average
4 5

excellent
khavioral Objectiye it You will be able to define and demonstrate

formal and informal balance. The criterion
for evaluation will be an illustration of formal
and informal balance.

A. helps a student see things in a new light

I's. ,c.et a stleat's redefinition skill

C. enables a student to try new ways (or old by substituting, reversing,
tubtia,tin, modifying. adding, or by adapting

D. :Ilk, advantage of a student's inventiveness

E. brings out a student's sense of awareness to things A.COM4 him

F. L.-Ails a student interact with the world

C. enables a student to exhibit individuality

enable: :. student to exhibit imagination

Learn_Fy.o.r.ences: (I. ) thirr i.e self-ebecldist for fonnal and
informal balance, idea Sheet %Ili, compile
the given information and write definition
for formal and (or irif:nal bai,nce.

A. is life..tiiated

L. 0,1,701.1.1get a student to manipulate ideas

C. norn.its tiro, to thin!, and to contemplate.___

D. encourages the creative thatight process of vsociation

E. enables a student to understand the relationship betecn ideas

(a.) Uring your definition of formal and
informal balance, and any available
materials, plus use seesaw or teeter-totter
idea, illust,ate formal and informal balance
on ides Sheet 06.

A. rn.,....,.:,:del i7cedom 2.ex loratbn ith varies of material/

B. creates problem awareness



C. encourages the student to manipulate media

I
poor

2 3

average
4 S

excellent

D. is a challenge

E. helps a student work out the implications of ideas.

A.

(3. ) Illustrite formal and inforrnal balance on
Idea Sheets e7 and eS by tmcing.lround,
gluir,..., or modifying :arias objects in the
envelope of obyeets on Idea Sheet :47.

t.as :J pat answer

B. is an exploratory experience

C. is a challenge

D. creates renlem Iv:atom-5,

E. i0,31111ges a student to manipul ,C media

F. motiv:ates a student to " want to" he crest ke

.. .1.,1tx, a ct.t.icnt wort. out the irnpil,t;..ms of ideas

... snot :7, .;`: the .:,ative thoueht r .,s4 (-,t ,,,..z.naro..Th

1. f,srer. ird.;vidullir, of exprzssi.,.

j. i.-. tolerant of new ideas

.A.

(4.) Chol,e several objects you can final
av,:..ii.le in your classroom. Arrange
these objects to illustrate (onus! and
info-mal balance. Evakiate the El.,-
trati,s yok,self using the set!- checklist,
Idea Sheet #10.

gives freedom for exploration with a variety of media

B: js a clill.,ngn

C. crea,, ,.,blem awurenes

D. is life- relat.i

E. escour i .....: ,, student to mini I.,r, media

12
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F. gives a student freedom to break away from setpattertu of action

1

poor
2 3

average
4

1

1 .

excellent

G. foster individuality of expression

13..-ha,icr9l QbieSti,,e 21 You will be able to recogniae different moods
errand by formal and by informal balance by
collecting, comparing, ,nti analyzing examples of
formal and informal balance in the environment.
The criterion for evaluation will be the completion
of two generalizations, Idea Sheet #9.

A. helps a student see things in a new light

B. blings °it, a student's organizational ability

C. helf±aLtudi nt exhilAt inane ination

D. bring: out a student's inventiveness

E. .trans out a student's sense of awaeness to thInqs around him.

F. bolos a student interact with the world

Le117.1ing E% , Vi 071C t'S . (S. ) Coli,:t M.:rations of formal and irlormal
.........

balance iron, your enviremment that illus-
trate different moi....is by, cutting out and
mounting magaime Or newspaper pictures,
photographing, s:.- :.thing, palatine, or
coloring, using materials and supplies that
are available to you.

A. is an exploratory experience

R. peon its fn.cdom for exploration and experimentation with a variety
of media

C. has rlu,,t2nswer

D. a c,ioice is Oven

E. is life-related

r. encourage: a student to ,rmnipal.lte media

C. makes a ,mdent more sensitive to environmental stimuli

H. fosters ind:vich2 silty of exIxf3-flon



(6. ) Categorize your illustrations of formal
and iniorinal balance as to the mood
created by using the following categories:
(1.) rile., pictures create a sense of rest
and arability as Well 'It a dignified and
reserved mood. SC:11e1111103 a sense of

precis.on is also felt. (2. ) These pictures
create a feclini, of rest and repose and give
the impression of a conversation.1, cliary
mood. When you have finished categorising
your illustrations, complete Idea Sheet P9.

A. is a challenge

a

poor
3

average
.1 a

excellent

B. creates Trc.blem ess

C. helm a student wad. out Implicarilns of ideas

D. en,. , G...., co - i *.ril ic ism

E. to- 1,s perceptive aw.trcn..ss

F. pr.rn des fc... questionmg

C. enceq:age: th.. creative thought 7.-- s.s of ..1.13CI 2 t!,111

(7. ) disc,u:. and ca,e4o.-...e year illasteaticns
of :cons: and Mformal ?Jal/liCC as te. the
mood .,.. ated wiCi other tridents who rave
colleted illu.:t,ition, of balance. Cate-
gcri, the illustrations of balance according
to he categories in leaMing experience Pri.
Complete Idea Sheet #9.

A. provides far ..CI.Ve and quiet periods

B. is a challenge

C. cry.,_., ..roblern awarenss

D. l.e:Q2 st,..dort work out ins lic;I:3111 31 ides

E. fo,,rs p:ree7tive awareness

F. proYiri .s f. euestioniti_.

C. :Tu.:Y.rages tire crelLis , ,;! p....7,... of a..i.sociation,..--.----
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Behagioril Oh eCtito 1: You will be able to solve one of two given desigc. 1

poor
2 3

average
4 5

excellentproblems related to balance using your knowledge
and inventiveness. The criteria for evaluation will
be is solution to the problem and the completion
of idea Sheet 410.

A. helps a student see things in a new light

B. bri,gs c..t is student's problem sensitivity

C. us a student's abstracting ability

0. .: I, .1 student to use critical judgment

E. en,,b1, a st.ud.:nt to try new ways for old by substituting,
revrzsmiL2ubtr,c,ing, modifying, sciding, or by adapting

F. brings o is a student's inventiveness

G. rims a ,ty..1,nt 3 chance to use individuality

H. bring, cut a student's sense of awan'ness to things around him
. _...

learvjaLfLiji se.Si.loesi (6.) Solve one of the two given design
problems, 01 or Jr.?. using your inven-
tivene, and knowled,;e. Evaluate Me
.O.L.ition with Idea St.eet b to.

A. a eilcice is ,wet.

. is a. Challenee

-- --
C. is lite-related

D. Create., problem awareness

E. rnlises a student more sensitive to en ironraentai stimuli

F. provides los questioning

(9.) Select a design problem of your won
chocsing, solve it, ,vallate Is with
Idea Sheet 510, and write in one page or
less a summary of the problem and Its
solution to be turned in to the teacher.

A. gives flecdom to break away from set patterns of action
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2 3 4 S

B. a choice is given
poor average a excellent

C. is a challenge

D. is life-related

E. creates problem awareness

F. mahcs a student more sensitive to environmental stimuli

C. provides frre questioning
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Questionnaire - Rhythm Section



LESSON NUMBER 3: RHYTHM I

POOr

2 3

average
4 5

excellent
Behavioral Obi ective it You will be able to determine that rhythm

is directional by contrasting plain surface with
any rarface illustrating rhythm. The criterion
for evaluation will be the completion of Idea
Sheets #11 and 412.

A. uses a student's organisational ability +--
B. provides opportunity for a student to use critical judgment

C. takes advantage of the student's need to find an ordering principle

D. enables a student to discriminate

learning Exrerience: (1.) Determine that rhythm is directional by com-
pleting Idea Sheets All and 012.

A. is an exploratory experience

1
B. makes the student more sensitive to environmental nianub

C. foreeji_perreptive awareness

D. provides for cur:tinning

Fe eacourager Use creative thoug'at prar.ess of aserriatior.

i3eleisiorel 0;'ect:ve 2: Yoe will be ,....le to ex perim,nt with rhythm "cy
creating fa,. and slew lint movements. r.e
criteria for evabiation will be completed drawings
of rhythm creating fast and slow line movements
and the eompletion of Idea Sheet 13.

A. if,liz..-rs the student's enjoyment of novelty

B. enables is studeas to utilize his sense of awareness to things aroual Iii.,

C. enaole, a student to interact with the world

D. enabler a etudent to exhibit Imagination .

T. ur.re.. a seudent to express himself.

F. helps a .n.theit see things In a new light

G. enables a student to tsee vivid lm ager
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2 3 4

H. enables a student to use his abstracting ability
woos average excellent

learnina Experiences: (2.) Select two records (one with a fast and one
with a slow beat). Using a pencil and a piece
of paper, record the feeling of the music In
lines. Then complete the statement on Idea
Sheet #13.

A. is an exnloratory experience

B_ has nc_pat answer

C. discovery methods are used

D. is life-related

E. mold,. dt, a student to "Want to he creative

F. encoura-es a student to manipulate media

C. makes the student more sensitive to environiental stimuli
4

H. encourf_Igarpontsneous expression

I. test,' indtvidualtty of exptt,sion

(3.) Using 11 pencil ant piece of leper,
record in hnes the beat .w reeling of,
( i.) O., breathing (Z. j the ticking of
a fast clock. Then complete Idea Sheet 013.

A. is an exploratory experience

B. has no_ at answer

C. 4i3.2.10Very methods are used

13. is life-related
r

E. motivates a student to "want td, be creative

F. encotrages a student to ruanipultte media

1---C. :n axe the student more sensitive to environmental stimuli

i
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2 3 4 5

bi. encoura:ses sntaneous expression
poor average excellent

I. fosters individea.ity of expression

(4. ) Using a pencil and piece of paper, record
in lines: (I. ) the movement of a snake or
worm moving slowly in the grass. (2. ) the
movement of a grasshopper hopping from one
spot to another spot. Complete Idea Sheet /IL

A. (=era vivid Imagery

B. ericouraes the creative thought process of imagination

C. is an eanloratory experience

D. has nott answer

J

E. motivates a smdent to "want to" be creative

--

.F., moor rages a student to n.antpilee media

C. maies the student mote sensitive to environmental stimuli

H. .ncomages spor.:ane0as exprevion

I. fetters individuality of expression

Behavioral O'Me,:tive 3: Using idea Sheet 4,14 25 a reierence, find
objects that at:strife or arrange objects to
achieve rhsthm in two 01 the following four
ways: through repetition, radiation, tenant:out
line movement, or a sequence of sire, tone, or
color. Tie criterion for evaluation will be a written
explanation of one paragraph for each arrangement
or object describing how rhythm was achieved.

A. : ses a student's abstracting abilir,

B. uses a stetent'tsIgarisational ability
1

C. a:ilires a readent's inventiveness

D. runes a ::ndent's sense of awenots to things around him

E. helps a student interact with the world
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1 2 3 4 S

F. utilises a student's need for facts
poor average excellent

G. helpc a student exhibit originality and individuality ..
Learning Experiences: (S.) With various sizes and colors of either

felt squares, felt circle, or felt stars,
illustrate on a flannel board two of the
following four ways to achieve rhythm:
through repetition, radiation, continuous
line movement, or a sequence of site, tone,
Or color. Use Idea Sheet #14 as a reference.
Record on a separate piece of paper a written
exploration of one paragraph for each arrange-
ment describing how rhythm was achieved.

A. a choic, was given

B. hat no ?at answer

C. creates problem awareness

D. en, our sees a student to manipulate media

-
E. promotes originality

F. rnmuragis spontaneous expression

(o.) Examine objects in nature so :Ind examples
of two of the foltowing four onyx to achieve
rhythm: duos. : ,potiticn, radiation, con-
sinuses line movernea, or a sequence of sire,
tone, or color. Use Idea Sheet #14 as a
reference. Record on a separate piece of
paper the names of the objects and a written
explanation of one paraosph for each Object
describing from rhythrr, was achieved.

A. a choice is given

B. is life-related

C. crises problem awareness in the st Anent

2. n,:::-.., c, stude.kt mere sensit:ve to environmental stIrmil.

E. leste's perceptive awareness
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Behavioral Obie,tive 4: You will he able to analyse your original 1

poor
2 3

average
4 5

excellentillustration of how to achieve emphasis In
Lesson #1 to determine the relationship be-
tween emphasis and rhythm. The criterion
for evaluation will be the completion of Idea
Sheets #15 and #16.

A. enables a student to see things in a new light

B. takes advantage of a student's synthesising ability

C. enalles a student to see relaticasidps and interactions

D. takes advantage of a student's need to find an onierin1 principle

E. takes advantage of a student's d,sire for some facts

F. takes advantage of the ability of a student to concentrate

OB;ECTIVE FROM IMSON #1:
You will he stir to plan arid carry oast an orizival
way to illustrate emphasis with any area of home
economics IS , basis. The criteria for evaluation
will be the illustration of emphasis and an evalu-
ation of the illartration by e given self- checklist
on emphasis.

Learn:r:: Ex porience r 17. j Ann !yar your original illustration of low
to :.thieve emP:lasis in Lou sn 01 to
determine the relationship between
emphasis and rhythm by completing
Idea Sheets #15 and #16.

A. is a challenge

.13, is lile-telited

..--.

C., festers habit:: of constmctive criticism

D. encourages the creative thought process of association

E. enables a student to understand r...lir'.oaships between ideas
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Questionnaire - Proportion Section



LESSON NUMBER 4: PROPORTION

1

poor
2 3

average
4 S

excellentBehavioral Objective 1: You will be able to observe and record examples
of proportion it your environment using it
definition and the self -chceklist for proportion
so a basis. The criterion for evaluation will be
sketches of the examples of proportion found.

A. enables a student to sue common things in a new light

B. enables a student to use critical judgment in selection

C. uses a student's sense of awareness to things around him

D. takes advantage of a student's desire for some facts

LeambIcriences: (1.) Find as many examples of different types
of window; as you can. Sketch them on a
separate piece cf pap..., and analyse them
wing Idea Sheet #I7.

A. cnc,:tmges a student to niaairmlate media

B. is life-related

C. :nal,' :: student ...ore imuitive to ei.vimnm entai ctin ali

D. festers psecep,ve awareness

E. encourages the creative tho;ght process of assocition
-"I.

(/i.) Find as many examples ci sets of drawers
AS you can. Sketch them on a separate
piece of paper and analyse them using the
self-checklist on proportion, Idea Sheet Ill.

A. enccurages a student to niantpulate media

B. is Ie-related

C. makes a student more st.uitive SO CS.V:10111MCUIAlgiallai_

P lcs-tr

-
.R2Zrankilallis

F. C11.,,,--.;',,S the creative thought poem of asscciation _...i.
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(3.) Find as many examples of proportion In
clothing as you can. Sketch the garments
on a separate piece of paper and analyze
them with Idea Sheet #17.

A. encourages a student to manipulate media

-

poor
... ...

average
.. .,

excellent

B. is life-related

C. rn.7.4, a student more sensitive to environmental stimuli

D. festers perceptive awareness

E. encourages the creative thought prec of association

Behavioral Oh ective 2: You will be able to prepare an example
illustrating how vertical and horizontal
lines can alter proportions. The criterion
for evaluation will be the completion of
Idea Sheet #18.

A. hr a student see things in s new light

B. labrs advantage of a student'si!obliun seniitiv!ty

C. utiiir,s .1 slud.at's sense of awaterwa Zo tlings around him

D. t ,h es advantage of a student', ti. Ue for facts -

Lratr.illg Fe pe-'.,-meet (4.) Complete Idea Sheet PIE to discover how
vertical and horizontal lines ci different
widths can alter proportlont .

A. Is an exploratory experience

Ii. discovery methods are used

C. is life - relayed

D. c traces problem awareness

E. encourages a student to manipulate media (11.1E51
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Behavioral Objestive 3: You will he able to modify examples of
I

pswr
2 3

average
4 , 5

excellent
proportion to make them examples of good
proportion. The criterion for evaluation will
be the completion of Idea Sheet W19.

A. takes advantage of a student's organizational ability

B. attunes a ndent's synthesizing ably.),

C. enables 2 student to tee critical judgment

D. gives a student a -Lance to try of t new ideas

E. gives R student a chance to exhibit originality

F. gives a attest the opportunity to try new ways for old by substituting,
reversing, subtracting., rncici2iing, adding, or by adlptin

Learning Experiencer (S.) On Idea Sheet 119 modify examples of
proportion to make them examples of good
proportion tiring Idea Sheet S17 as reference.

A. is a challenge

B, is iiie-related

C. enccurages a stud( at to mantpularo media

D. eiicourages a student to be more sensitive to environmental stimuli

F. fosters perceptive awareness
1

F. provides for questioning
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Questionnaire Harmony Section



1."SSCalsi NUMBER 5t HARMONY 1

poor
2 3 1

average

4 S

excellent
Bei-at/1°,1 Objective It You will be able to define harmony and

illustrate it by integrating it with two or more
or the following elements In a composition of
your own choosing: line lad shape, sbc, texture,
a unifying theme, and color. The criteria for
evaluation will be the illurtration of harmony and
the use of the illustration in objective 2.

A. uses a student's organizational ability

B. ambles 2 student to see interactions and relationshipe -1
C. takes advantage of a student's urge to manipulate form, shape, and

texture

D. gives A student a chance to "do" something about his ideas

F. utilizes a. student's inventiveness

F. gbitS a crudest a chance io exprats himself

C. give, a r.udent a chance .o be independent

r.. givesgiv ,s a .ardent a chance to use hi, rrigi,ali,

I, glees a student a chance to use !dz. iMAgklatior:

Learning Exttoriencut (I.) Define harmony and illustrate It using
at letst two of the following elements end
also tee cit.:lel, line and shape, site,
texture, a unifying theme, and color.
Mahe a drawing of the illustration on a
separate piece of paper.

A. is arc exploratory experience

3. .... Conic., is given

C. Is A chall,,,

1). enc°, t.e.s the acz.d!ition of knowledge in a variety of areas

E. ei.-Zot.r,liLille student to manipulate media

F. promotes originality



1-12

(2.) Define harmony and illustrate it using at
least two of tie following elements and else
your initials: line and shape, size, texture,
a unifying theme, and color. Make a
drawing of the illustration on separate
place of paper.

A. is life-related

1

raw
2 3

average
4 5

Vreellent

B. is'an exploratory experience

C. a choice is given

E it a ci,alionee

E. eneourtzes the acquitision of brsnwk.Ige in a v:triety of areas

F. promotes originality

Behavioral Objective 2: Evaluate the illustration of harmony developed
in objective 1I by completing Idea Sheet 120.
The criterion for evaluation will be the cons.,
pletion tai" Idea Sheet 120.

A. to ,cs acivIrrager of a student', cspeitv for ttlestb.-:ninL

B. C.lAbleS a st.dent to use ( CitiCCil buigment

C. en4h;es a student to learn by doing

D. gives , sttdent a chaser to show his capabit it,

E. enables :. student to impose certain limitations on :11171.,1:

1.4,1711i:17, Experience: (3.). Evaluate the illustration of harmony from
objective 11 by completing Idea Sheet 120.

A. encotnages the acquisition of knowledge ia a variety of are.

B. -Ives tie student freedom to fail

C. boatels habits of conztoictive criticism in :tle student

D. provides for questioning

E. :cables a sMilent to see relationships between idea
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Behavioral Objective as You will be able to plan ways to revise an 1

poor
2 3

average
4 5

excellentillustration of harmony to improve it as an
illustration of harmony. The criterion for
evaluation will be the written plan for im-
proving the harmony in the illustration.

A. gives a student a chance to see things in a new light

B. enables a student to use his capacity for questioning.

C. enables a student to to/ out new ways for old by substituting,
reversing, subtracting, modifying, adding, or by adapting

0. give,: a stncient a chance to be :elf-directive

E. necessitates that a student be resilient

Leamicg PAperiencess (4. ) Plan ways to revise your own illustration
of harmony from objective 4'1 to improve it
as an illustration of irimsony. Record your
answers on a separate piece of paper.

A. ',as no pat answer

B. is a challenge

C. cteures problem awareness in the student

1

D. enconrages the student to maninulate media

,... gives the student freedom to fail

r. shows the student hose to utilize his errors

G. fosters habits of constructive criticism

H. provides for revision ( a step in the creative thought proccs)

I. will accept new ideas

(5. ) Plan ways to revise another student's
illustration of harmony from objective
#1 to improve it as an illustration of
harmony. Record your answers on a
separate piece of paper.

A. has no pat answer



2 3 4 5

Alec:

B. is a challenge

C. ....,zres problem awareness in the student

D. encourages the student to manipulate media

F. gives the student freedom to fail

F. shows the student how to utilize his errors

C. fosters ii:-thits of constructive criticism

II. provides for revision (a step in the creative thought process)

1. will a: cept new ideas

*4(6.) Plan ',guys to revise your own illustration
of emphasis from I eV: 0/2 NI to improve it
as an illustntion of harmony. Record your
answers on a separate piece of paper.

Fuss no pat answer

B. is a challenge

C. meltfls.ohlerts awareness in the student

D. 0,010-ides the student to manipulate meal,

F. [:yes tie ghtueut igeedvm to hit

F. shows the student !tow to utilize his errors

C. fosters hnbits of constructive criticism.

1-1. provides for revision

I. will aces:Z.71,w ideas

'OBJECTIVE FROM LESSON NI:
You will be able to plan and carry oat Is

origin-al way to illustrate emphasis with any
area of home economics as a basis. The
criteria for evaluation w:Il he the illvoration
of emphasis and an evaluation of the ii:ustra.
tic. by a given self-checklist on ernpHals.

144
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APPENDIX E



Initial Letter Sent to Identify Evaluators of Questionnaire

January 25, 19 71

Dear

198

Would you like a free learning package for the development of crea-
tivity in high school home economics students: This will be given to
you in sections if you are willing to complete two evaluative devices
dealing with the development of the learning package Your answers
will be confidential.

I am a candidate for a Master of Science Degree in Home Economics
Education at Oregon State University working with Dr May Du Bois
as head advisor My thesis is entitled, "Developing a Learning
Package to Help High School Home Economics Students Develop
Their Creative Potential." The topic of the learning package will
be the design principles.
The evaluative devices you would be working with are set ap as short,
concise evaluations of (1) behavioral goals, and, (2) learning exper-
iences for the learning package In each case you would be given
specific criteria upon which to base your ratings. You would be
receiving the evaluative devices during the months of January and
February 19 71
I need your help! Therefore, please answer on the enclosed, stamped
card to indicate whether you would or would not be willing to complete
the evaluative devices Your prompt cooperation will be extremely
appreciated
Sincerely,

Redacted for Privacy
Mrs. Melody A Field
3085 Garden Avenue
Corvallis, Oregon 9 7330

P.S. Mis Du Bois has given me address stickers for the stamped
cards so that mail will come to OSU rather than to my home.
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FRONT

BACK

NAME
ADDRESS

Initial Return Post Card Sent to Evaluators

Stamp

Miss May Du Bois

Room 20, HE Bldg.
Oregon State University

Corvallis, Oregon 9 7330

I am willing to complete two evaluative devices.

I am not willing to complete two evaluative devices

THANK YOU!
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Follow-up Letter Sent to Evaluators on Two Perforated Post Cards

(1) Front and Back of First Post Card

FRONT

Mrs Melody A. Field
3085 Garden Avenue

Corvallis, Oregon 9 7330

BACK

Stamp

Place an X in the appropriate space and fill in the
appropriate spaces

Send the evaluative devices to me as soon as
they are ready.
Send the evaluative devices to me after
at the following address: date

I'm sorry, I will not be able to complete the
evaluative devices.
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(2) Front and Back of Second Fost Card

FRONT

Stamp

Name of Evaluator

Street
City, State Zip Code

BACK

May 4, 19 71

Dear Home Economics Teacher:
I was slower in developing the evaluative devices for my
learning package than anticipated They will not be ready
to mail until around May 14, 19 71 Since it is so close to
the end of school, which is a busy time for teachers, I
want to check with you to see if you would still be willing
to evaluate them for me If you cannot do them before
school is out, could you do them this summer? Please
check the attached card and return it to me as soon as
possible

Mrs. Melody A. Field
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Table I

Organization of Learning Packages Sent to

Evaluators

KEY
1 - section 1 emphasis
2 - section 2 - balance
3 - section 3 rhythm
4 - section 4 - proportion
5 section 5 - harmony

Number of Evaluators
Sections To Whom Sent

3 - 5 4
3 - 5 - 1 2

3 - 5 - 2 2

3 - 2 2

2 - 4 -1 5

2 - 4 - 5 2

1 4 5 3

2 - 4 - 3 2

1 2 5 2

1 - 3 - 4 3

27 - Total
Questionnaires
Sent
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Example of Torrance Figural Test Tasks*

Actosty I PICTURE CONSTRUCTION

Nelnw is pore nl colored paper in the form of curved shape Think of a picture or an object
which you can draw with this piece al paper as part On the back of that Mapes you soil
find a thin layer of paper that can be peeled .was Look Now you can stick your colored
dupe wherever you want it to make the picture you have in mind Sock yours on the nest
page where you want it and press down on it Then add lines with your pencil or crayon to
make your picture

To, to think of picture that no one else will think in Keep dding nee allsiai to Your fimt lde
In make It tell as interesting and as exciting a story as you can.

When you have completed your picture. think up a name or title for it and tante it et the
bottom ol the page in the space provided. Make your title as clever and unusual as parable
Use it to help tell your Idols

PICTURE CONSTRUCTION

Activity Z PICTURE COMPLETION

to adding Imes to the incomplete figures on tho end the next page. your an sketch some
interesting objects or pictures Again try to think ol,,sorne picture or object that no one elm
will think of Try to make it tell as complete and ris interesting a story as you can by adding
to and building up you: first idea Make up an interesting title for each of your drown/. and
write. it at the bottom of each block net to the number of the figure

PICTURE COMPLETION

206

*This example is not from the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking.
It was designed for demonstration purposes and approximates very
closely the actual Test tasks, which should be revealed only under
testing conditions
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Table II

Behavioral Objectives and Learning Experiences
on Emphasis Section of Learning Package

Total Number of Responses - 12

Behavioral Objective or No. of Ratings
Learning Experience 1 2 3 4 5 No Mean

poor aver. excell. resp. Rating
Behavioral Objective 1
A. 0 1 8 1 2 0 3. 3
B. 1 2 2 5 2 0 3.4
C. 0 0 5 4 3 0 3.5
D. 0 5 5 1 1 0 2.8
Learning Experience 1
A. 0 3 1 4 4 0 3.7
B. 0 0 1 4 6 1 4.4
C. 2 0 0 6 4 0 3.8
Learning Experience 2
A. 0 1 1 4 6 0 4.2
B. 0 0 3 4 5 0 4. 1
C. 0 0 3 4 5 0 4. 1
D. 0 0 3 6 3 0 4.0
E. 0 0 2 3 6 1 4.3
Learning Experience 3
A. 0 1 3 3 5 0 4.0
B. 0 0 4 2 6 0 4. 16
C. 0 0 1 5 6 0 4.4
D. 0 2 2 4 4 0 3.8
E. 0 0 4 3 5 0 4.0
F. 0 2 3 2 5 0 3. 8
G. 0 0 4 3 5 0 4.0
Behavioral Objective 2
A. 0 0 6 2 3 1 3.7
B. 0 0 4 3 4 1 4.0
C. 0 0 1 5 5 1 4.3
D. 0 0 4 2 4 2 4.0
E. 0 1 3 2 4 2 3.9
F. 0 0 5 2 4 1 3.9
G. 0 0 1 5 5 1 4.3
H. 0 0 3 3 3 3 4. 0
Learning Experience 4
A. 0 0 2 1 8 1 4.5
B. 0 0 1 2 8 1 4.6
C. 0 0 0 2 9 1 4.8
D. 0 0 1 8 2 1 4.0
E. 1 0 0 3 5 3 4.2
F. 1 1 0 4 3 3 3.7
G. 0 0 1 5 5 1 4.3
H. 0 0 1 0 10 1 4.8
I. 0 0 1 3 5 3 4.4
J. 0 0 0 5 9 1 4.8
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Table II
Behavioral Objectives and Learning Experiences

on Emphasis Section of Learning Package
Continued

Behavioral Objective
Learning Experience

Learning Experience 4 (continued)

1

poor
2

No. of Ratings
a 4

aver.
5

excell.
No.
resp.

Mean
Rating

K. 0 0 0 3 8 1 4.7

L. 0 0 0 5 6 1 4.5
M. 0 0 2 2 7 1 4.4
Behavioral Objective 3
A. 0 0 4 2 3 3 3.8

B. 0 0 3 2 4 3 4. 1

C. 0 0 2 3 4 3 4. 2

D. 0 0 1 7 1 3 4.0

E. 0 0 4 4 1 3 3.6

F. 0 0 4 4 1 3 3.6

G. 0 1 2 2 2 5 3.7

H. 0 2 2 3 2 3 3.S

Learning Experience S
A. 0 0 2 0 10 0 4.6

B. 0 1 1 3 7 0 4.3

C. 0 1 3 1 7 0 4.16

D. 0 1 2 2 7 0 4.2
E. 0 2 2 2 6 0 4.0
F. 0 2 3 2 5 0 3.8

Learning Experience 6
A. 0 0 0 3 9 0 4.7

B. 0 0 0 4 8 0 4.6
C. 0 0 0 6 6 0 4.5

D. 0 0 0 5 7 0 4.5
Behavioral Objective 4
A. 0 2 3 2 4 1 3.7

B. 0 1 4 2 5 0 3.9
C. 0 0 2 5 5 0 4. 2

D. 0 0 1 6 5 0 4.3

E. 0 0 0 5 7 0 4.5
F. 0 1 1 4 6 0 4.2

G. 0 0 1 3 8 0 4.S

Learning Experience 7
A. 0 0 0 6 5 1 4.4

B. 0 0 0 3 8 1 4.7

C. 0 0 1 5 5 1 4.3

D. 0 0 0 1 10 1 4. 9

E. 0 0 1 0 10 1 4.8

F. 0 0 2 1 8 1 4,5

G. 0 0 0 1 10 1 4. 9

H. 0 0 1 3 7 1 4.5
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TABLE III
Behavioral Objectives and Learning Experiences

on Balance Section of Learning Package

Total Number of Responses - 11

Behavioral Objective or No. of Ratings
Learning Experience 1 2 3 4 5 No. Mean

poor aver. excell. resp. Rating

Behavioral Objective 1
A. 0 1 6 0 3 1 3.5
B. 0 0 5 2 3 1 3.8
c. 0 1 5 1 3 1 3.6
D. 0 1 2 2 5 1 4. 1

E. 0 0 4 4 2 1 3.8
F. 0 0 4 3 2 2 3.7
G. 0 1 2 2 5 1 4.2
H. 0 1 2 3 4 1 4. 0

Learning Experience 1
A. 0 2 3 5 1 0 3.4
B. 0 2 4 0 4 1 3.6
C. 0 1 2 3 5 0 4. 0

D. 0 0 4 4 3 0 4.2
E. 0 1 2 6 2 0 3.8
Learning Experience 2
A. 0 0 2 4 5 0 4.2
B. 0 0 1 4 6 0 4.4
C. 0 0 2 4 4 1 4. 2

D. 0 1 1 5 4 0 4. 0

E. 0 0 0 9 2 0 4.1
Learning Experience 3
A. 0 0 1 2 8 0 4.6
B. 0 0 0 2 9 0 4.8
C. 0 0 2 3 6 0 4.3
D. 0 0 3 4 4 0 4.0
E. 0 0 2 2 7 0 4.4
F. 0 0 3 6 2 0 3.9
G. 0 0 1 8 2 0 4.0
H. 0 0 2 5 4 0 4.1
I. 0 0 2 3 6 0 4.3
J. 0 1 0 4 6 0 4.3
Learning Experience 4
A. 0 0 4 2 5 0 4.0
B. 1 0 1 3 6 0 4. 1

C. 0 0 2 6 3 0 4.0
D. 1 0 3 2 5 0 3.9
E. 0 0 1 1 9 0 4. 7

F. 0 0 1 6 4 0 4.2
G. 0 0 2 5 4 0 4.1
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Table III
Behavioral Obj ectives and Lea rning Experiences

on Balance Section of Learning Package
Continued

Behavioral Objective or
Learning Experience

Behavioral Objective 2

1

poor
2

No. of Ratings
3 4

aver.
5

excell.
No.

resp.
Mean
Rating

A, 0 0 0 8 3 0 4.2
B. 0 0 2 4 5 0 4.2
C. 0 0 2 5 4 0 4.1
D. 0 0 2 5 4 0 4.1
E. 0 0 0 4 6 0 4.1
F. 0 0 2 4 5 0 4.2
Learning Experience 5
A. 0 0 0 4 7 0 4.6
B. 0 0 0 4 7 0 4.6
C. 0 0 0 4 7 0 4.6
D. 0 0 1 1 9 0 4. 7
E. 0 0 0 4 7 0 4.6
F. 0 0 1 5 5 0 4.3
G. 0 0 0 5 6 0 4.5
H. 0 0 0 6 5 0 4.4
Learning Experience 6
A. 0 0 3 6 2 0 3.9
B. 0 0 3 5 3 0 4.0
C. 0 0 1 6 3 1 4. 2
D. 0 0 3 4 4 0 4.0
E. 0 0 0 8 3 0 4.5
F. 0 0 1 8 2 0 4.0
G. 0 0 1 5 5 0 4. 3
Learning Experience 7
A. 0 0 3 6 2 0 3.9
B. 0 0 3 5 3 0 4.0
C. 0 0 3 6 2 0 3.9
D. 0 0 1 8 2 0 4.0
E. 0 0 1 8 2 0 4.0
F. 0 0 1 7 3 0 4. 1
G. 0 0 1 8 2 0 4.0
Behavioral Objective 3
A. 0 0 5 3 3 0. 3.8
B. 0 0 2 4 5 0 4.2
C. 0 0 3 4 4 0 4.0
D. 0 0 4 4 3 0 3.9
E. 0 0 3 5 3 0 4.0
F. 0 0 3 4 4 0 4.0
G. 0 0 2 4 5 0 4.2
H. 0 0 4 3 4 0 4.0
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Table III
Behavioral Objectives and Learning Experiences

on Balance Section of Learning Package
Continued

Behavioral Objective or No. of Ratings

Learning Experience 1 2 3 4 5 No. Mean

poor aver. excell. resp. Rating

Learning Experience 8
A. 0 0 0 4 6 1 4.6

B. 0 0 1 2 7 1 4.6

C. 0 0 1 3 6 1 4.5

D. 0 0 0 5 5 1 4.5

E. 0 0 2 2 6 1 4.4

F. 0 0 3 2 5 1 4.2

Learning Experience 9
A. 0 0 2 2 7 0 4.4

B. 0 0 0 5 6 0 4.5

C. 0 0 1 5 5 0 4.3

D. 0 0 1 5 5 0 4.3

E. 0 0 1 6 4 0 4.2

F. 0 0 1 4 6 0 4.4

G. 0 0 1 6 4 0 4.2
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Table IV

Behavioral Objectives and Learning Experiences
on Rhythm Section of Learning Package

Total Number of Responses - 13

Behavioral Objective or No. of Ratings
Learning Experience 1 2 3 4 5 No. Mean

poor aver. excell. resp. Rating

Behavioral Objective 1
A. 0 1 4 4 3 1 3. 7
B. 0 1 4 1 7 0 4. 0
C. 0 0 4 6 3 0 3.9
D. 0 0 2 6 5 0 4.2
Learning Experience 1
A. 0 1 3 2 7 0 4. 1
B. 0 2 4 4 3 0 3.6
C. 0 1 1 7 4 0 4. 0
D. 0 1 2 5 5 0 4. 0
E. 0 0 3 7 3 0 4.0
Behavioral Objective 2
A. 1 0 5 3 4 0 3.6
B. 1 2 3 3 4 0 3.5
C 0 4 3 3 3 0 3.3
D. 1 1 2 3 6 0 3. 9
E. 1 2 1 5 4 0 3.6
F. 0 1 2 6 4 0 4.0
G. 1 2 2 5 3 0 3.6
H. 0 0 4 2 2 5 3.7
Learning Experience 2
A. 0 0 0 5 8 0 4.6
B. 0 0 2 4 7 0 4.3
C. 0 0 0 5 7 1 4. 5
D. 0 2 1 4 6 0 4.0
E. 0 1 1 5 6 0 4. 2
F. 0 0 2 4 7 0 4.3
G. 0 0 2 4 7 0 4.3
H. 0 0 1 3 9 0 4.6
I. 0 0 1 5 7 0 4.4
Learning Experience 3
A. 0 0 0 6 6 1 4.5
B. 0 0 1 3 8 1 4. 6
C. 0 0 1 5 6 1 4.4
D. 0 0 1 6 5 1 4.3
E. 0 1 2 5 4 1 4.0
F. 0 0 3 3 6 1 4, 2
G. 0 0 2 4 6 1 4.3
H. 0 0 2 6 4 1 4. 16
I. 0 0 2 4 6 1 4.3
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Table IV
Behavioral Objectives and Learning Experiences

on Rhythm Section of Learning Package
Continued

Behavioral Objective or No. of Ratings
Learning Experience 1 2 3 4 5 No. Mean

poor aver. excell. resp. Rating

Learning Experience 4
A. 0 0 3 2 7 1 4.3
B. 0 0 3 1 8 1 4.4
C. 0 0 2 3 7 1 4.4
D. 0 1 2 2 7 1 4. 2

E. 0 3 1 3 5 1 3.8
F. 0 1 3 3 5 1 4. 0

G. 0 0 4 2 6 1 4. 16

H. 0 0 4 3 5 1 4. 0

I. 0 1 3 1 7 1 3. 9

Behavioral Objective 3
A. 0 0 3 7 3 0 4.0
B. 0 0 2 7 4 0 4.1
C 0 0 0 9 4 0 4.3
D. 0 0 1 8 4 0 4. 2

E. 0 0 3 8 2 0 3.9
F. 0 0 3 6 2 2 3.9
G. 0 0 0 7 4 2 4.3
Learning Experience 5
A. 0 0 2 6 4 1 4. 16

B. 0 1 1 6 4 1 4.0
C. 0 1 3 6 2 1 3. 7

D. 0 1 3 3 5 1 4.0
E. 0 0 3 5 4 1 4.0
F. 0 0 3 4 5 1 4.16
Learning Experience 6
A. 0 0 0 6 6 1 4.5
B. 0 0 0 5 7 1 4.5
C. 0 1 1 5 5 1 4.16
D. 0 0 0 5 7 1 4.5
E. 0 0 1 5 6 1 4.4
Behavioral Objective 4
A. 0 0 6 4 3 0 3.7
B. 0 0 3 5 5 0 4.1
C. 0 1 2 5 5 0 4.0
D. 0 0 4 7 2 0 3.8
E. 0 1 3 6 3 0 3.8
F. 0 0 4 6 3 0 3.9
Learning Experience 7
A. 0 1 1 4 6 1 4.2
B. 0 1 4 6 1 1 3.5
C. 0 0 3 7 2 1 3.9
D. 0 0 2 6 4 1 4.16
E. 0 0 2 6 4 1 4. 16
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Table V
Behavioral Objectives and Learning Experiences

on Proportion Section of Learning Package
Total Number of Responses - 13

Behavioral Objective or
Learning Experience

Behavioral Objective 1

1

poor
2

No. of Ratings
3 4

aver.
5

excell.
No

resp.
Mean
Rating

A. 0 1 4 4 4 0 3.8
B. 1 2 3 5 2 0 3.3
C. 0 0 3 5 5 0 4.1
D. 1 2 6 3 1 0 3.0
Learning Experience 1
A. 2 0 6 3 2 0 3.2
B. 0 3 2 2 6 0 3.8
C. 0 0 4 4 5 0 4.0
D. 0 0 2 5 6 0 4.3
E. 2 2 1 4 4 0 3.4
Learning Experience 2
A. 2 1 4 4 2 0 3.2
B. 0 3 2 1 7 0 3.9
C. 0 1 3 3 6 0 4.0
D. 0 1 1 6 5 0 4. 1

E. 2 2 1 5 3 0 3.3
Learning Experience 3
A. 2 0 4 2 5 0 3.6
B. 0 0 1 5 7 0 4.4
C. 0 0 4 3 6 0 4.1
D. 0 0 2 4 7 0 4.3
E. 0 0 4 5 4 0 4.0
Learning Experience 4
A. 0 0 1 3 9 0 4.6
B. 0 0 1 2 10 0 4.6
C. 0 0 1 4 8 0 4.5
D. 0 0 3 3 7 0 4.3
E. 0 0 3 4 6 0 4.2
Behavioral Objective 3
A. 0 1 3 5 4 0 3.9
B. 0 0 4 4 5 0 3.6
C. 0 0 1 7 5 0 4.3
D. 0 0 5 5 3 0 3.8
E. 1 0 5 5 2 0 3.5
F. 1 0 3 2 7 0 4.0
Learning Experience 5
A. 0 0 2 4 7 0 4.3
B. 0 0 5 4 4 0 3.9
C. 0 0 5 3 5 0 4.0
D. 0 0 5 4 4 0 3.9
E. 0 0 2 5 6 0 4.3
F. 0 0 3 4 6 0 4.1
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Table VI
Behavioral Objectives and Learning Experiences

on Harmony Section of Learning Package
Total Number of Responses - 11

Behavioral Objective or
Learning Experience

Behavioral Objective 1

1

poor
2

No. of Ratings
3 4

aver.
5

excell.
No.

resp.
Mean
Rating

A. 0 0 1 5 5 0 4.3
B. 0 0 2 3 6 0 4.3
C. 0 0 3 2 6 0 4.2
D. 0 0 2 3 6 0 4.3
E. 0 0 1 6 4 0 4. 2
F. 0 0 1 4 6 0 4.4
G. 0 0 3 2 6 0 4.2
H. 0 0 1 4 6 0 4.4
I. 0 0 1 5 5 0 4.3
Learning Experience 1
A. 0 0 1 4 6 0 4.4
B. 0 0 2 3 6 0 4.3
C. 0 0 0 6 5 0 4.4
D. 0 0 2 5 4 0 4.1
E. 0 0 1 4 6 0 4.4
F. 0 6 0 6 5 0 4.4
Learning Experience 2
A. 0 0 4 3 4 0 4.0
B. 0 0 1 4 6 0 4.4
C. 0 0 3 4 4 0 4.1
D. 0 0 2 3 6 0 4.3
E. 0 1 2 4 4 0 4.0
F. 0 0 2 4 5 0 4.2
Behavioral Objective 2
A. 0 0 3 6 2 0 3.9
B. 0 0 4 3 4 0 4.0
C. 0 1 2 4 4 0 4, 0
D. 0 1 1 5 4 0 4.0
E. 0 1 2 4 4 0 4.0
Learning Experience 3
A. 0 1 2 5 3 0 3. 9
B. 0 0 6 4 1 0 3,5
C. 0 0 5 4 2 0 3.7
D. 0 2 3 3 3 0 3.4
E. 0 1 2 3 5 0 4.0
Behavioral Objective 3
A. 0 0 4 3 3 1 3. 9
B. 0 0 3 3 4 1 4. 1

C. 0 0 3 2 5 1 4, 2
D. 0 0 2 2 6 1 4.,4
E. 0 0 3 4 3 1 4.0
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Table VI
Behavioral Objectives and Learning Experiences

Behavioral Objective

on Harmony Section of Learning
Continued

Package

RatingsNo. of
Learning Experience 1 2 3 4 5 No. Me an

poor aver. excell. resp. Rating

Learning Experience 4
A. 0 0 1 3 7 0 4.5
B. 0 1 0 2 8 0 4. 5

C. 0 1 0 3 7 0 4. 4

D. 0 1 3 3 4 0 3.9
E. 0 0 3 5 3 0 4.0
F. 0 2 2 2 5 0 3.9
G. 0 1 0 4 6 0 4. 3

H. 0 0 1 4 6 0 4. 4

I. 0 1 2 4 3 0 3.9
Learning Experience 5
A. 0 0 1 3 7 0 4.5
B. 0 0 2 3 6 0 4.3
C. 0 0 2 4 5 0 4, 2

D. 0 0 2 4 5 0 4.2
E. 0 0 4 2 5 0 4.0
F. 0 0 4 2 5 0 4.0
G. 0 0 1 4 6 0 4.4
H. 0 0 2 3 6 0 4.3
I. 0 0 2 4 5 0 4. 2

Learning Experience 6
A. 0 0 1 3 7 0 4.5
B. 0 0 1 4 6 0 4.4
C. 0 0 2 3 6 0 4.3
D. 0 0 2 4 5 0 4.2
E. 0 0 3 3 5 0 4.1
F. 0 0 3 3 5 0 4.1
G. 0 0 2 3 6 0 4.3

H. 0 0 1 4 6 0 4.4
I. 0 0 2 3 6 0 4.3


